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Abstract
Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to examine how Big Data in combination with human insights can be
applied in developing more nuanced and applicable customer journey maps. The consumer decision processes
have changed along with the digital developments that have emerged over the past decades, calling for new
ways of approaching and mapping consumers’ behaviors. Hence, it operates within the complex fields of
consumer behavior and Big Data in an attempt to first bring “[…] multiple sources and types of information
together”, and subsequently integrate “[…] behavioral theory and marketing frameworks into big data
marketing” as called for by the Marketing Science Institute in their research priorities for 2016 to 2018 (MSI
2016).
Approach: With the purpose being to examine Big Data in combination with human insights, the thesis has
adopted a pragmatic research philosophy, allowing for the examination of both qualitative and quantitative
data. It revolves around a case study – the case organization being the multinational e-commerce business
HSHOP – as it was found that an authentic case provides a critical context for the findings to be made
applicable in practice. As such, the thesis seeks to provide findings, which beyond their theoretical value, can
provide value to also HSHOP and similar businesses.
Findings: With extensive literature reviews as the basis, the thesis developed a preliminary customer journey
map, which was subsequently sought nuanced by examining both qualitative and quantitative data sets. In
specific, it was found that the customer journey (in the specific case of HSHOP) consists of six phases, which
customers pass during a decision process. Inspired by and based upon both theoretical and qualitative findings,
the thesis found that certain layers needed added to the customer journey in order for it to become applicable
(and sufficiently nuanced). These included (1) channels, (2) purchase criteria, (3) content, and (4) devices.
Finally, these findings were sought nuanced by applying Big Data, stemming from the analytics service Google
Analytics. Through the Big Data analysis, it was found that the customer journey is more fragmented than has
previously been suggested, just as it was found that Big Data constitutes an appropriate means for generating
nuanced insights about the channels, the content and the devices that (potential) customers apply and look for
during a decision process.
Research limitations: Owing to the nature of the study, the findings are not generalizable. However, it is
argued that the developed framework may apply to also other businesses as long as it is adapted for the context
in which it is used.
Perspective: As Big Data stemming from Google Analytics was found insufficient for mapping the entire
customer journey, future studies are suggested to apply different analytical tools in order to create a more
holistic examination of Big Data’s usefulness in a customer journey context. While the findings of this thesis
cannot be generalized, the ground has been prepared for future research to look into the application of Big
Data in a customer journey context.
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Definitions:
Consumer

This term is being used interchangeably with user in the Big Data
Analysis section. The reason being, that ‘users’ are the term used in
Google Analytics for describing the consumers who use a site.
Decision-making process
This term is being used to describe the process that consumers are
involved in when making decisions. In specific, it deals with the phases
that consumers are said to pass during a decision process.
Customer Journey
This term is being used to describe a more applicable approach to
illuminating the decision-making process. Not only are the phases that
consumers are said to pass included, but also the various touchpoints
that are important to each of those phases.
Consumer Decision Journey This term is being used interchangeably with Customer Journey,
Customer Journey Maps and Consumer Decision Journey Maps
Master Journey
This term is being used to describe the final customer journey map
developed for the thesis. It depicts one overall customer journey,
although the authors are aware that no two journeys are exactly alike.
Level of handball
The interviewees have been selected partly on the basis of the level of
handball at which they play. Series (1, 2 and 3) refer to the division(s)
they play in. The Danish handball levels consist of: (1) Danish
Handball League, (2) Division 1, (3) Division 2, (4) The Jutland Series,
(5) Series 1, (6) Series 2, (7) Series 3 and (8) Series 4.
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1 Introduction (Kristoffer and Jens)
Brands are facing a challenging future. The digital developments that have emerged during the past
decades have led to more complicated and fragmented consumer behaviors.
2020. As of this year, an entire generation will have grown up in a primarily digital world: The
“Generation C”. In full length, Generation Connected. They are connected, communicating,
computerized, community-oriented, always clicking and content-centric (Friedrich et al. 2010). This
generation has been raised in a world where computers, mobile phones, social networks and electronic
wearables are as normal as are basic necessities like milk, eggs and bread. They are fully adapted to
the digital world, and they expect to be constantly connected with the environment surrounding them
(ibid.). Due to this development, the consumption of digital information is dramatically increasing
(ibid.): “[…] the vast pool of available information will allow consumers to pick and choose the
information they want, as well as how they want to consume it. “Nonlinear” information consumption
will become the norm” (ibid.). Roughly translated, that means that consumers have been and are
empowered. They are so familiar with the use of technological tools and information that they decide
the route themselves when searching for and shopping products (Wolny and Charoensuksai 2014).
This stands in contrast to previous times, where consumers were more reliant on information to come
from the brands, naturally making the purchase decision process much more linear. Here,
communication was characterized by a one-way approach, primarily controlled by the organizations,
and the consumer decision journey was portrayed as a rigid process, where consumers moved
hierarchically from initial need to an eventual purchase (Court et al. 2009; Wolny and Charoensuksai
2014). Not surprisingly, this has changed along with the new information consumption, which has
resulted in a much more fluid process from initial need to eventual purchase. Many more (digital)
touchpoints now take part of the decision journey, ultimately meaning that organizations need to
consider new ways of approaching today’s consumer (Edelman and Singer 2015).
Wolny and Charoensuksai (2014) argue that the recent developments call for more actionable and
practical-oriented consumer decision journey maps to be developed, allowing companies to see
where, how and when their audience needs targeted – rather than merely the phases they go through.
In order to gain knowledge of where, how and when to target one’s audience with relevant
communication efforts, Big Data has proved useful. Big Data consists of vast amounts of data sets,
extracted from a variety of digital streams such as sensors, social information exchanges, and market
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interactions, which provide companies with new and extensive digital consumer insights (McAfee
and Brynjolfsson (2012). Insights that can be used in creating more suitable and relevant
communication efforts, taking into account the digital footprints that consumers leave behind them.
However, the field of Big Data is complex, and some - if not most - marketers are unsure of how they
fit into a world powered by algorithms, data and fast sales. Despite being one of the most important
drivers for competitive advantages in the future, not many organizations know how to actually exploit
Big Data (Hofacker et al. 2016).
The Marketing Science Institute (2016) gives words to exactly this problematic – that the changing
consumer decision processes need better understood, while also the field of Big Data needs better
exploited. Specifically, the Marketing Science Institute pleads for a coupling of the two research
areas, explaining in their research priorities for this year that: “Key questions arise about how decision
processes may be changing, given that customers are now always connected and have more choice in
what they attend to. Customers are now engaging with firms through complex journeys and paths to
purchase and beyond” (MSI 2016: 8). In the research priority that follows, the institute writes: “This
rapid change in marketing can best be seen in the plethora of new types of data and new analytical
approaches to gain insights. This priority focuses on the need to develop new approaches that enable
firms to gain insights from multiple approaches, to synthesize, to bring together disparate methods to
drive action” (MSI 2016: 12).

1.1 Problem Field (Kristoffer and Jens)
Based on the above, this thesis sets out to investigate how Big Data can be applied in generating
insights that nuances the consumer decision journey picture. It operates within the fields of consumer
behavior and Big Data and seeks to clarify (1) the development of today’s complex consumer
behavior, (2) the need for more actionable consumer decision journey maps, and (3) Big Data’s
usefulness in actually mapping this behavior. In order to promote the applicability of the findings in
a practical context, the thesis takes its outset in a case study. This is accounted for more thoroughly
in section 1.2 and 4.3.1.
With this in mind then, the following problem definition has been formulated:
How can Big Data in combination with human insights be applied in developing more nuanced and
applicable consumer decision journeys?
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Research questions:
•

How does a nuanced and applicable consumer decision journey look in practice?

•

How can a (preliminary) consumer decision journey based on theoretical findings and human
insights be consolidated and extended by incorporating Big Data?

1.2 Presentation of case study (Kristoffer and Jens)
The thesis takes its outset in a case study, revolving around the multinational e-commerce shop,
HSHOP, which sells equipment for the sports industry and operates in Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
Poland, France and soon also Holland and Spain. The organization is specialized within handball
equipment and focuses primarily on handball shoes, where it is for the most part high-end products
that are carried (Appx. 2.2). This selection reflects a deliberate choice, based on HSHOP’s ambitions
of targeting consumers who attach importance to the quality of the equipment they purchase. In
average, the products within this category cost 1.050 DKK, and the organization argues that it
composes high-involvement purchases (Appx. 2.1). From an economical perspective this may be
questioned, yet the importance of having products, which reduce the risks of injuries in sports might
indeed speak in favor of purchases needing a certain level of involvement.
While HSHOP does have a physical shop, the majority of its two-digit million revenue stems from
its e-commerce (Jyllands-Posten 2018). The e-commerce accounts for approximately 95 percent of
its revenue, making for an interesting case as seen from a Big Data perspective (Appx. 2.3). The
reason being, that organizations, which operates digitally in general have great opportunities for
collecting and transforming data into insights (Marr 2015).
The fact that HSHOP constitutes an organization that holds great potential within the data domain
reflects also one of two main reasons for choosing HSHOP as a case. Arguably, this thesis benefits
from choosing an authentic business case, which provides access to certain types of data, as it
increases the degree to which the findings can be applied in practice. Besides that, the thesis benefits
from choosing a case, where the products necessitate a certain level of involvement, since such
purchases entail a more extensive purchase process. This renders possible the examination of a more
comprehensive customer journey than had been the case had the products required only little
involvement. Seen from an academic viewpoint, the case constitutes a typical instance, characterized
simply by being similar to many other cases (Denscombe 2010). Hence, the case in itself does not
represent a critical element for this thesis’ examination, rather it represents a critical context for
exploring the subject matter. This is explained more thoroughly in section 2.3.1.
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2 Delimitations (Kristoffer and Jens)
To be able to explore the presented problem definition and appertaining research questions to a
satisfactory degree, certain limitations have had to be made. The fields of both consumer behavior
and Big Data constitute broad and complex fields, and it has been found necessary to therefore narrow
the focus for the thesis not to bite off too much.
First off, the study delimits itself to focus only on the Danish market in the examination of HSHOP’s
customers’ decision journey. That means that interviews are carried out with only Danish employees
and customers, just like the Big Data that is examined stems from only the Danish market. Moreover,
only the customer segment found key to HSHOP’s business has been investigated. Examining and
developing customer journey maps for each of HSHOP’s customer segments and distinct markets
would necessitate different time- and space constraints than have been provided for the thesis, for
which reason focus has been levelled towards the market and customers, which were found the most
important. This choice is justified in more detail in section 5.1.1.
Besides delimiting itself within certain geographic- and demographic boundaries, the thesis has been
delimited to examine only a minor fraction of all the Big Data that is available today. With more than
2.5 quintillion bytes of data being created every day (IBM 2013), it has been necessary to focus on
only a minor part in order to ensure a thorough analysis and thereby reach the full potential of the
extracted data (Bryman 2016). In specific, the thesis examines Big Data, which has been processed
by the web analytics service, Google Analytics, meaning that outset is taken in structured data. The
reason why structured data has been chosen over its unstructured counterpart, is that it has enabled
the researchers to actually read and interpret the data. If unstructured data had been selected for
examination, it would have required the researchers to get access to data mining tools, capable of
extracting, transforming and loading enormous amounts of data (Deloitte 2017), moving the thesis
out of its time constraints. An elaboration of both structured and unstructured data is provided in
section 3.8.1. Another reason for considering Google Analytics an appropriate source of Big Data
was HSHOP’s limited collection and use of data. With the organization being fairly immature in its
use of data, the researchers simply have not been able to investigate a diverging range of data types
(transactional data, sensor data, third-part data from collaboration partners).
This fact leads also to the third delimitation of the study. Organizations in general leverage data in a
great variety of ways, with some organizations being very aggressive in moving towards the inclusion
of data, and others moving much slower. Theoretical conceptualizations have been developed to shed
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light on these differences in data-usage with the Big Data Maturity Model probably being the most
well-known (Schmarzo 2016; Halper and Stodder 2016). Arguably, the application of this model
would have enabled the researchers to make a more restricted theoretical contribution, since it would
have allowed them to specify the type of (data-)organization that the findings apply for. However, as
the purpose of the thesis has been to examine how Big Data can be applied in nuancing the customer
journey - and not how far the organization is in its data maturity process - it has been found irrelevant
to include in the theoretical section.
Lastly, a final delimitation has been made within the wide-reaching Big Data sphere. Big Data is used
across practically every industry today, as why one needs to distinguish between the different
purpose(s) of the data.

Within the educational system, data is used to track progress, share

curriculums, and make sure that no students are left behind, while the health care system uses data
for saving, sharing and optimizing treatment plans, prescription information and making sure that
stringent industry regulations are complied with (SAS 2018). Other industries utilizing Big Data
include (but are not limited to) banking, manufacturing and governments (ibid.). With this thesis
revolving around Big Data’s use in illuminating consumer behavior, the data is used within a
marketing perspective. That means that data is used as to generate deeper insights into customer
preferences-, relations-, and behaviors (Columbo 2016).

3 Theoretical Framework (Kristoffer)
With the overall purpose behind this thesis being to investigate how Big Data – in combination with
human insights - can be applied in generating a more nuanced picture of today’s digitalized customer
journey, fundamental knowledge about consumer behavior, the digitalization’s impact on consumer
behavior, the customer journey concept and Big Data needs acquired. The following sections are to
provide an overview of these concepts, creating the foundation on which the thesis is built.
First, however, a brief introduction to the field of Corporate Communication is provided, justifying
the choice of conducting research within the specified field.
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Figure 3.1. Source: Authors’ own illustration. Theoretical overview.

3.1 Justification of research field (Kristoffer)
According to Van Riel, corporate communication is “[…] an instrument of management by means of
which all consciously used forms of internal and external communication are harmonized as
effectively and efficiently as possible” (as cited in Cornelissen 2014: 5). Slightly elaborated, Fombrun
and Van Riel’s 2007-definition reads: “[…] the set of activities involved in managing and
orchestrating all internal and external communications aimed at creating favorable starting points
with stakeholders on which the company depends. Corporate communication consists of the
dissemination of information by a variety of specialists and generalists in an organization, with the
common goal of enhancing the organization’s ability to retain its license to operate” (Fombrun and
Van Riel 2007: 25). Encapsulated in these definitions are the central point of developing integrated
communication efforts, which in turn assist in developing positive stakeholder relations. With
consumers and customers presumably being important stakeholders to any organization, it therefore
seems fair to suggest that corporate communication deals with the fields of both consumers’ behavior
and consumer journeys. By understanding one’s consumers and their decision journeys, one is
arguably better equipped for creating and disseminating relevant (corporate) communication, which
eventually is to lead to positive stakeholder groups.
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3.2 Introduction to Consumer Behavior (Kristoffer)
Before moving to the specific focus point of this thesis, a brief introduction to the field of consumer
behavior is found necessary. The reason being that consumer behavior constitutes the field from
which the customer journey concept emanates, and thereby, an essential field to understand if to
understand (and extend) the customer journey concept. As Bryman states, “[…] someone planning
to conduct research must be familiar with the literature on the topic or area of interest” in order to be
able to “[…] build on it and not risk covering the same ground as others.” (2012: 5).
One of the most pronounced authors within the field, Solomon, looks at the study of consumer
behavior as “[…] the processes involved when individuals or groups select, purchase, use, or dispose
of products, services, ideas, or experiences to satisfy needs and desires” (2018: 28). Consumer
behavior was previously referred to as buyer behavior, looking into only the interaction between
shoppers and producers at the time of purchase, but has come to encompass the much more complex
entirety of the consumption process, dealing also with the aspects influencing the consumer before,
during and after a purchase (2018: 29). Typically, this process is referred to as the Consumer
Decision-Making Process.
In its most basic form, a consumer is a person who recognizes a need or desire, makes a purchase,
and then consumes the product (ibid.). (S)he may take the form of a private person, an organization,
or be part of a group, and (s)he may adopt different roles during the process. In some cases, the
consumer acts as both user and purchaser, while in other cases the consumer is an influencer to which
other consumers listen (ibid.). For long, marketers have found it useful to categorize and put (the
most profitable) consumers into larger segments, where all those placed in the same category share
the same set of preferences, in order to be able to target a large amount of people with the same type
of communication. Such segments may be built based on demographics like age, gender, income,
geography or lifestyle, or on behavioral characteristics like purchase- usage- or spending habits
(Solomon 2018: 32-34). In today’s society, where the traditional mass culture is transforming into a
diverse one, with everybody having an infinite number of choices when making a purchase, especially
the behavioral characteristics have become important to grasp (ibid.). We are part of a culture so
marked by technology that we can all access people, places and products with the click of a link,
making today’s consumers much more demanding in terms of getting individualized content (ibid.).
In fact, the […] widespread access to devices such as personal computers, digital video and audio
recorders, webcams, and smartphones ensures that consumers of practically any age who live in
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virtually any part of the world can create, share and access content.” (Solomon 2018: 43). This has
entailed that marketers today need to understand their target audiences’ individual needs and
behaviors more than ever in order to stay relevant and make sure that the consumers do not turn
towards other brands.
The above introduction to consumer behavior is by no means to be considered exhaustive in its
descriptions. Rather, it has sought to account for the primary components behind the concept,
providing the needed contextual basis for understanding the Customer Journey concept, which is to
be examined later. Key takeaways concern the importance of understanding and segmenting one’s
target audience, which to an ever-increasing degree requires individualized content due to the
information access and interconnectedness that have emerged along with the past decades digital
developments.
As presented in the introduction also, the Marketing Science Institute writes: “Key questions arise
about how decision processes may be changing, given that customers are now always connected and
have more choice in what they attend to. Customers are now engaging with firms through complex
journeys and paths to purchase and beyond.” (MSI 2016).
The digitalization’s impact on consumer behavior is scrutinized in the following section, giving a
more detailed account of how it has changed the behavioral landscape of today.

3.3 Digitalization’s impact on consumer behavior (Kristoffer)
As already touched upon, the consumer- and business landscape is transforming. By 2020, Generation
C – a generation characterized by being digital natives and used to being always online and connected
– will make up 40 percent of the population in the U.S, Europe, and the BRIC countries, and 10
percent of the rest of the world, making up the largest cohort of consumers worldwide (Friedrich et
al. 2010).
This generation consumes an ever-increasing amount of digital information, and they do it on their
premises: “The vast pool of available information will allow consumers to pick and choose the
information they want, as well as how they want to consume it. Non-linear information consumption
will become the norm” (Friedrich et al. 2010: 10). What that means is that consumers take part of a
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more complex decision journey, where they are much further in the decision process when, if at all,
contacting the organization with which a transaction is to be made. The prime reason being that they
are no longer in need of the same amount of information held and pushed by organizations.
Specifically, much of this information consumption takes place on mobile devices, where social
collaboration technologies like social networks, online groups, blogs, podcasts and voice channels
have enabled new levels of access and interconnectedness (ibid). Together with predictions saying
that the number of mobile users will reach 6 billion by 2020 (of which 4.7 billion will have access to
the internet), it has become crucial for marketers to be present at channels that have not previously
been necessary to consider (ibid). If not present, marketers simply risk losing the fight for consumers’
attention and thereby spending power.
It is argued that the recent digital developments have led to empowered consumers much more in
control of what content they access and are exposed to. And while this definitely holds true,
organizations have undoubtedly been empowered too. Much greater access to information about
consumer behavior and preferences have emerged, which may ultimately lead to the harnessing of
consumers’ “[…] skills and attributes, hearts and minds by and through the marketplace” (Parsons et
al. 2018: 5). (Big) Data (explained in section 3.8) has become increasingly available because more
and more interactions between customers and organizations take place in social media and online,
where actions can easily be recorded, ultimately enabling organizations to make more informed
marketing decisions (Hofacker et al. 2016).
By understanding the prerequisites for understanding consumers’ individual needs and behaviors,
that is, all the data that is left on the digital platforms on which the consumers navigate, organizations
will be much better equipped for targeting the consumers at the right time, at the right place and with
the right content.
The above section points towards changing consumer behaviors. The consumer decision-making
process is changing since consumers nowadays have much greater access to information. The
increased number of digital channels and content formats have meant that consumers no longer have
to rely on the communication pushed forward by organizations only, ultimately requiring
organizations to rethink their ways of approaching consumers.
In the following sections, both previous and current approaches to understanding consumer behavior
– and specifically, their journeys toward reaching decisions – are investigated.
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3.4 The Consumer Decision-Making Process (Kristoffer)
Marketers and academics have always sought to understand those moments when consumers are
particularly open to influence (Court et al. 2009). For decades, those moments have been depicted by
means of a funnel-metaphor, suggesting that consumers move from considering a broad set of brands
at the beginning of the decision process (that is, the wide end of the funnel) to a narrower number of
brands during the middle and end of the decision process (that is, the narrow end of the funnel).
Ultimately, only one brand remains, and a purchase decision is reached (Edelman 2010; Court et al.
2009). This view has typically entailed the assumption that consumers may be controlled by welltargeted communication efforts, moving them from one end of the funnel to the other. In other words,
it has been believed that marketers were capable of controlling when and how consumers went
through the different phases leading up to a purchase (Kotler et al. 2012).

Figure 3.2. Source: Edelman 2010. The traditional funnel approach.

Evidently, the funnel-metaphor implies a rather simple and linear decision-making process, where it
is the organizations that are in power rather than the consumers. By means of different brand messages
they move the consumer from an initial need-situation to an actual purchase. This simplicity and
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linearity has been challenged in line with the digital development, which has prompted a shift away
from one-way communication – from marketers to consumers – to a more consumer-centric two-way
communication approach. More nuanced consumer decision-making theories have been developed,
taking into consideration also the post-purchase behavior of consumers, where notions like online
reviews, word-of-mouth, and social media communities have become increasingly important to
understand. Especially the five-staged Consumer Decision-Making Model has gained popularity
within the marketing discipline over the last decades for incorporating this more consumer-oriented
perspective (Solomon 2018; Kotler et al. 2012; Solomon et al. 2013; Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot
2012).
In its most fundamental form, the Consumer Decision-Making Model is a concept used in
understanding consumer behavior: At its core, it suggests that one needs to understand “[…] the
consumer’s decision process, and the stages in the decision, in order to fully understand consumer
behavior” (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot 2012: 130). With this knowledge then, marketers are better
able to provide customers with smooth and valuable brand experiences (Rosenbaum et al. 2017).
Specifically, the decision-making model mentioned above consists of five phases that consumers are
said to pass during a decision-process. These are (1) need recognition, (2) information search, (3)
alternative evaluation, (4) purchase decision and (5) post-purchase behavior (Solomon 2018; Kotler
et al. 2012; Solomon et al. 2013; Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot 2012).
Naturally, the (1) need recognition reflects the moment when consumers recognize a problem or need
that needs solved. It is characterized by the experience of “[…] a significant difference between our
current state of affairs and some state we desire” (Solomon 2018: 339). Having recognized a need,
the consumer moves to the second phase of the decision process, where (2) information about
potential solutions is searched for. Here, various sources are consulted in order to gain knowledge of
which products or services can best solve the identified need. With an appropriate knowledge-base
established, the consumer starts (3) evaluating the different alternatives. The qualities of the products
or services will be held up against a pre-defined set of decision criteria, consisting of the consumer’s
requirements for the product’s price, features, services, perceived value and/or similar factors that
influence the following (4) purchase phase. Here, the consumer decides on the solution that is
believed to solve the need in the best possible manner and makes the purchase. Finally, this phase is
followed by a (5) post-purchase behavior, which represents the consumer’s retrospective reflections,
where initial expectations to the product are compared to the actual performance of it; does the
product meet, exceed or fail to meet expectations? A positive evaluation most often leads to future
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repurchases and positive word of mouth, which may then again trigger a need recognition phase of
other consumers, making the decision-process more circular than has been suggested earlier
(Solomon 2018).
The length of the above phases varies dependent on the level of involvement that needs to be put into
the purchase decision. Probably not surprisingly, high involvement purchases necessitate extensive
information searches and product evaluations, while low involvement purchases can be made without
putting much efforts into those two phases (Solomon et al. 2013: 339). Oftentimes consumer decisionmaking approaches distinguish between cognitive, habitual and affective decisions: The cognitive
decisions are based on a rational approach, where “[…] people calmly and carefully integrate as much
information as possible with what they already know about a product, painstakingly weigh the plusses
and minuses of each alternative, and arrive at a satisfactory decision” (Solomon 2018: 339). Habitual
decisions are characterized by being much more routine-based and describe “[…] the choices we
make with little or no conscious effort” (Solomon 2018: 352). These constitute the predominant part
of the decisions that are carried out on a daily basis, oftentimes so […] routine we may not realize
that we’ve made them until we look in our shopping carts” (ibid.). Finally, affective decisions
represent choices that have been guided by emotions – enthusiasm, joy, or even disgust – and typically
include the more instantaneous decisions we make (Solomon 2018: 336). The five-staged decision
process is most typically connected to cognitive decisions (that is, high-involvement decisions).
Regardless of purchase-involvement, however, what is particularly important to note in the DecisionMaking Model, is the more nuanced picture of a consumer-decision process that has been painted.
The phases have been made more detailed, and a less linear structure has been provided.

PROBLEM RECOGNITION

INFORMATION SEARCH

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

PRODUCT CHOICE

OUTCOMES / POST-PURCHASE
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Figure 3.3. Source: Authors’ own illustration. The decision-making model, adapted from Solomon 2018: 340

And yet, while the above Decision-Making Model has definitely succeeded in including more
elaborate descriptions of the decision-making phases than did the funnel-metaphor, it still to a large
degree fails to capture the many “[…] touch points and key buying factors resulting from the
explosion of product choices and digital channels” the world has witnessed in line with the digital
development (Court et al. 2009: 2). This, coupled with “[…] the emergence of an increasingly
discerning, well-informed consumer” (Court et al. 2009: 2), resulting from the increased informationaccess has necessitated still new ways of looking at the consumer decision-making concept.
One approach that has received an increased amount of interest in addressing these changing
consumer behaviors is Customer Journey Mapping, which takes its outset in previous theories
regarding consumer decision-making but adopts a(n) (even) more fluid and detailed structure.
The following section is to shed light on this exact concept and its use in ultimately creating more
applicable frameworks for understanding consumer behavior.

3.5 Customer Journey Mapping (Kristoffer)
As mentioned, the past few years have seen an increased interest in research that addresses how to
better understand the changing (digital) dynamics of consumer behavior. The Customer Journey Map
– a tool for understanding all the touch points and key buying factors that play a role in decisionmaking – has been one area developing out of this change (Court et al. 2009; Edelman 2010; Stone
2013; Wolny and Charoensuksai 2014; Srivastava 2014; Edelman and Singer 2015).
Court et al. (2009) propose a Consumer Decision Journey, which consists of four primary phases that
consumers arguably navigate through; (1) consider, (2) evaluate, (3) purchase and (4) advocate. These
phases certainly bear close resemblance to the decision-making models presented earlier, yet there
are some important distinctions to be made. The funnel-metaphor – and other previous decisionmaking models - indicate that consumers start with a broad set of brands in their initial considerationset, before systematically reducing this number as the decision process progresses (Court et al. 2009:
3). During each of these phases then, marketers have been taught to push brand activities toward the
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consumers in order to impact their behavior (ibid.). In the Consumer Decision Journey, this view is
disputed as consumers are said to no longer follow such narrowing process. Based on the examination
of 20.000 consumers across five industries and three continents, it was found that it is indeed the quite
opposite that takes place (Court et al. 2009). With the increased access to information and the
fragmentation of the media, consumers now consider fewer brands in their initial decision process,
while they on the other hand bring more brands into consideration as the decision process evolves
(Court et al. 2009: 4). Specifically, the evaluation phase may bring both new brands to the table and
cause rivals to be excluded. These findings point towards the initial consideration-phase being
particularly important (since brands in the initial consideration-set are three times as likely to be
purchased), but also indicate that brands in the initial consideration-set cannot necessarily be
confident that this status will not change (Court et al. 2009: 5).
The study continues by breaking with the primarily push-oriented communication perspective
included in previous decision-making models. It is argued that two-thirds of the touch points during
the evaluation phase comprise consumer-generated “marketing” like online reviews and word-ofmouth, suggesting that it is not only the post-purchase-phase that influences and is influenced by
these phenomena (as otherwise previously proposed) (ibid.). Rather, these phenomena need to be
taken into consideration during the entire journey, as consumers rely just as much – and in some cases
more – on pull-marketing than push-marketing during the various phases (ibid.).
Finally (and in accordance with the five-staged Decision-Making Model), the model propounds that
the journey is an ongoing cycle, where relationships are (or may be) built on a continuous basis,
shaping any future decision processes within the product category (ibid.). If successfully managed,
the consumer becomes an advocate for the brand, recommending the product also to others.

Figure 3.4. Source: Edelman 2010. The new Consumer Decision Journey.
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The above Consumer Decision Journey examines how the digital developments have changed the
ways consumers reach decisions and brings important reflections to the surface in terms of how
organizations need to engage with their (potential) customers in this changed environment. However,
it does not touch upon the more practical aspects of which channels and what exact content may be
beneficial during the decision-process, and as such, it lacks applicability for practitioners when it
comes to using it in an actual business context.
This insufficiency is sought addressed by Molenaar (2010), who developed the ORCA-model in
connection with his research on what he has coined shopping 3.0. Here, he looks into the evolution
from shopping 1.0 (buying off the shell), to shopping 2.0 (non-store shopping) to finally, shopping
3.0, which entails cross-channel shopping, resulting from users using digital channels for everything
from information search to shopping (2010: 56).
The ORCA-model composes a framework that connects decision phases with the touchpoints that
users engage with during these phases in an attempt to highlight the nature of the new digital
consumer behaviors. In his work, Molenaar takes point of departure in the four decision phases, (1)
orientation, (2) research / information gathering, (3) communication (equals what other models have
termed evaluation), and (4) action, and adds the different channels that are used during each phase.
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Figure 3.5. Source: Authors’ own illustration. Adapted from the ORCA Model, Molenaar 2010: 14

It is stated that the orientation phase, which is characterized by the user recognizing a need, is
comprised by searches that take place primarily at the web. In specific, search engines, websitebrowsing and chatting then constitute the main channels used in triggering the need recognition.
Having recognized a need, web shops and comparison-sites are then subsequently used in gathering
information for making a decision. Finally, the decision is reached using trading-sites and web shops,
followed by the purchase that takes place either online or at the physical retailer (2010: 14).
While Molenaar succeeds in highlighting the importance of adding channel-usage to each of the
decision-phases that consumers journey through, his works has not been validated academically,
making it problematic to rely on in practice (Wolny and Charoensuksai 2014: 320). Also, the
behavioral practices behind the users’ application of channels are missing, making it difficult to grasp
what their concrete needs are when searching for information during the decision process. These
practices were briefly commented on in the Consumer Decision Journey, however without the link to
the usage of digital channels. In the end then, the framework most of all ends up being a useful
visualization, pointing towards the importance of adding channel-usage to earlier decision-making
concepts, but without the needed validity (ibid.).
The above approaches clearly show that consumer behavior has changed in line with the digital
developments. More touchpoints take part of the decision journey and the traditional phases have
become increasingly fragmented. But while the above approaches definitely help in pointing out these
changes, they do not provide adequate frameworks for addressing them.
Lecinski (2011) seeks to address these inadequacies by presenting yet another approach for mapping
the customer journey and the behavioral changes that have emerged over the past years. In specific,
Lecinski’s focus revolves around the moments, which come before the decision-making process. That
is, those moments that initiate the decision-making process (Lecinski 2011: 11). He first discusses
what Procter & Gamble has coined the First Moment of Truth (FMOT) and the Second Moment of
Truth (SMOT), and subsequently moves on to present the Zero Moment of Truth (ZMOT), which,
according to him, is a vital addition for understanding the new customer journey (Lecinski 2011).
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The First Moment of Truth “[…] occurs at the store shelf, when a consumer decides whether to buy
one brand or another. The second occurs at home, when she uses the brand – and is delighted, or
isn’t” (Lecinski 2011: 11). As the name implies, the Zero Moment of Truth then builds upon these
two concepts, suggesting that there is a vital moment that comes before the actual decision-making
process’ beginning. It is defined as “[…] a new decision-making moment that takes place a hundred
million times a day on mobile phones, laptops and wired devices of all kinds. It’s a moment where
marketing happens, where information happens, and where consumers make choices that affect the
success and failure of nearly every brand in the world” (Lecinski 2011: 9). It is characterized by the
research that consumers carry out unconsciously and consciously when surfing on their digital
devices, stumbling over branded messages but also user-generated content like product reviews,
ratings and blogs. It is the result of the overwhelming information exposure that consumers
experience - sometimes before they even know that they have a need (Lecinski 2011: 16), which
ultimately trigger and shape the need recognition phase and a subsequent consumer decision-making
process.

Figure 3.6. Source: Authors’ own illustration. Adapted from the ZMOT Model, Lecinski 2011: 17

These insights may not seem particularly groundbreaking since research has always been part of the
decision process, yet they once again highlight the crucial importance of understanding the new
channels, which are used during the various moments involved in a consumer’s decision journey.
Without a proper understanding of these moments, organizations will not be able to target the
consumers with relevant content at the right time and at the right place.
To some extent it may be argued that the ZMOT resembles what Molenaar described as the
orientation phase, where different digital sources were highlighted as the main drivers behind the
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triggering of a need or desire. However, as with both the Consumer Decision Journey and the ORCA
Model, Lecinski’s ZMOT theory lacks applicability when it comes to using it in practice. Like the
Consumer Decision Journey, it points towards important behavioral changes, but lacks reflections
regarding channel- and content usage. Therefore, still new ways of mapping the Customer Journey is
deemed necessary.
The Marketing Science Institute describe in their 2016-2018 research priorities that there is a […]
need to develop new approaches that enable firms to gain insights from multiple approaches, to
synthesize, to bring together disparate methods to drive action” (MSI 2016). The many new types of
data and analytic approaches to gain insights need merged with behavioral theory and marketing
frameworks: “Analytics are important, but very often the analyses lack frameworks. Marketing can
provide many valuable frameworks including a consumer-behavior funnel, strategic positioning, and
a focus on solving customer needs” (ibid.). In the coming section, an introduction to how Big Data
can be applied in generating more nuanced Customer Journeys is provided, followed by a section that
introduces Big Data more thoroughly as a concept.

3.6 Big Data’s application in the Customer Journey Concept
(Kristoffer)
Hofacker et al. (2016) have been some of the first to investigate how Consumer Behavior can benefit
from the application of Big Data. Following the structure of the consumer decision-making process,
they look into what sorts of Big Data are created during the different phases and how this data can be
used in illuminating consumer behavior; “[…] what the consumer does, how it is done, where they
consume, when they do it and with whom they consume.” (2016: 95).
They argue that Big Data is especially useful in identifying in which phase the consumer is present,
ultimately letting organizations be much sharper on when, where and how to target their users. For
instance, consumers being in the (1) problem recognition phase may be identified by looking at
transactional patterns or social media; are customers complaining about products or services or are
they asking for certain features? Not surprisingly, this constitutes a sign of dissatisfaction, which will
be likely to trigger a (2) search phase, where users start looking for alternatives. In this phase,
organizations can benefit greatly from looking at search activities on its website, but also on search
engines in order to gain knowledge of which search terms are used when consumers look for
alternatives. Also, it may gain knowledge about whether it was paid search or organic search that
attracted prospective customers, ultimately informing the organization about the type of content that
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catches the interest of the consumer. Navigation sequences and shopping cart abandonment can be
used as indicators for the consumer being in an (3) alternative evaluation phase, where (s)he is making
price comparisons at other sites, while the (4) purchase and (5) post-purchase phases can be identified
by looking at some of the many other digital records that are part of today’s purchase environment:
Data sources like in-store cameras, branded apps, shopping carts and loyalty programs all can reveal
information about the actual purchase situation, while product reviews, tweets and shared photos
often compose the data sources used during the post-purchase behavior (2016: 90-92).
More than providing one with a framework for understanding the actual customer journey, Hofacker
et al. (2016) provide a framework that teaches you how you get to understand the customer journey.
Different ways of looking at and interpreting Big Data are presented as means for mapping the
customer journey.
Before jumping to the section, which is to explain the Big Data concept in detail, a synthesis of the
above Consumer Decision-Making models and Customer Journey Mapping approaches is provided.
It takes the format of a preliminary Customer Journey Model, which highlights the key findings from
the previous and current approaches. As such, it is this thesis’ authors’ take on a Customer Journey
based on previous theories and frameworks within the field.

3.7 Authors’ conception of the new Customer Journey (Kristoffer and
Jens)
Inspired by previous theories regarding the Consumer Decision-Making process and Customer
Journey Mapping, the following section presents this thesis’ take on an updated and more applicable
Customer Journey. As such, it provides a (preliminary) answer to the research question of how a
nuanced and applicable customer journey look in practice – before a finalized version is prepared
based on also the analytical findings.
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Figure 3.7. Source: Authors’ own illustration. Preliminary Customer Journey Map

As evident from our conceptualization (depicted above, in figure 3.7), it takes its outset in the six
phases that also previous theories have argued that consumers move through in the process of
reaching a decision. These phases are represented by a (1) passive phase, (2) a need recognition phase,
an (3) information search phase, an (4) evaluation of alternatives phase, a (5) purchase phase and a
(6) post-purchase behavior phase. While the theories consolidated in the literature review use
different terminologies in terms of describing the phases, the essence of them remain the same. For
that reason, it seems reasonable to suggest a similar set of phases in also this model. Where the model
presented below deviates from some of the current views of the Customer Journey, is in the first phase
of recognizing a need. Here, it is argued that the ZMOT needs considered, meaning that the need
recognition most often happens first after having been exposed to a myriad of brand messages –
consciously and unconsciously – when browsing one’s mobile device, laptop or similar digital
platform. As such, a passive phase is incorporated, representing the moments, which initiate the need
recognition and thereby the actual customer journey.
The phases are deliberately developed in different colors. Whereas the traditional funnel metaphor
suggests that consumers typically consider a broad set of brands in the beginning of a decision
process, before narrowing down this number as the process evolves, Court et al. (2009) suggest that
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it is the quite opposite that takes place. With that in mind, a somewhat light-colored recognition phase
has been constructed (symbolizing a low degree of brand-saturation - with only few brands being
considered), followed by a slightly darker grey-colored information search- and evaluation phase
(symbolizing a higher degree of brand-saturation - stemming from more brands being considered),
reflecting the new nature of consumers’ behavior, resulting from today’s much more fragmented
media landscape.
In the depiction of the six phases, an arrow has been integrated too. This reflects the non-linear nature
of the modern customer journey, implying that consumers may initiate the journey based on other
consumers’ post-purchase behaviors. It indicates that no two journeys are alike, yet certain tendencies
can be extracted. As explained earlier, the consumer decision-making process varies according to the
level of involvement that is put into the purchase – low involvement purchases necessitate a less
extensive information search than high-involvement purchases for instance. Especially important to
highlight here, is that the above Customer Journey therefore needs to be viewed as a general
framework, which needs adapted to the specific organization and target audience that is to be
understood.
In front of the phases, the model depicts a box, which has been labeled ‘Target Audience’. Probably
not surprisingly, this insinuates the importance of having a clear understanding of the organization’s
target audience, before starting the actual mapping of the customer journey. Needless to say, it is of
little value to map a customer journey if you are not mapping the right customer journey. That is, the
customer journey of the customers that are the most profitable (or desirable, at least).
Previous theories pointed towards the importance of adding also channel- and content usage to the
customer journey, yet, no previous theories have incorporated both elements in one model. By
including both of these categories, this thesis’ authors present a model, which makes it easier to map
and thereby understand the consumers’ behaviors: Which channels are they using during the different
phases and what content are they looking for? That is, what is on their agenda, when searching for
information on the various digital channels? These categories arguably enable organizations to make
more informed marketing messages and to target them much more precisely. Also, a category named
device has been included, looking into the actual medium that consumers use during the five phases.
This is deemed relevant since consumers are using mobile devices to an ever-increasing degree when
browsing the internet (Friedrich et al. 2010), which, to marketers, mean that content often needs
optimized for different screen sizes, counter-arguing the application of a one-size-fit-all strategy.
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Finally, the model contains a subdivision, which looks into the application of Big Data throughout
the customer journey. This division is to provide an overview of how and which types of Big Data
organizations can apply as to gain insights about their consumers’ behavior. Vast amounts of data
are created at each phase, meaning that organizations have several ways of utilizing it. As such, it
presents a practical approach to collecting Big Data, while it too emphasizes the general importance
of utilizing Big Data throughout the Customer Journey.
The above Customer Journey illustrates and consolidates key findings from previous literature from
within the field. It presents this thesis’ take on a nuanced and more applicable Customer Journey, but
it is important to emphasize that it is not to be considered a model, which is fully operational to all
organizations. Rather, it composes a framework that highlights the most important elements to bear
in mind when looking at one’s customers’ journey. Dependent on the organization, the product
category in which it operates and the data it has at hand, the model needs adapted as to get the most
accurate picture of the customers’ behavior.
Having presented this thesis’ take on a nuanced and more applicable Customer Journey, a more
elaborate definition of Big Data will be presented and explained in the following. As already touched
upon, Big Data is included as it provides a tool for generating more thorough and nuanced
understandings of today’s digital consumer, which, ultimately, is to also shape this thesis’ final
conceptualization of a customer journey. It is believed that Big Data in general present means by
which both academics and practitioners may enhance their understanding of today’s business
landscape, and ultimately, ensure improved decision-making processes.

3.8 Introduction to Big Data (Jens)
In 2015, the directors at McKinsey&Company wrote the following introductory words in a
publication centered on the outlooks of the future marketing- and sales landscape: “Big Data is the
biggest game-changing opportunity for marketing and sales since the Internet went mainstream
almost 20 years ago. The data big bang has unleashed torrents of terabytes about everything from
customer behaviors to weather patterns to demographic consumer shifts in emerging markets” (Court
et al. 2015: 4).
While there is no doubt that those are big words, they succeed in capturing much of what Big Data is
all about: Immense opportunities provided by a whole new source of insights. And yet, as promising
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as that may sound, the key word here is ‘opportunities’. Because while Big Data can definitely prove
an engine for growth, the field is complex and therefore also difficult to take full advantage of (Chen
et al. 2014: 172). With 2.5 quintillion of data being generated every day – and 90 percent of all of the
world’s data having been generated in just two years – it makes sense that most organizations still
struggle to figure out how to exploit Big Data in practice (Glass and Callahan 2014).
Seen from an academic viewpoint, the struggle seems just as prevalent. Despite of a research field,
which has received great attention over the past years, there seems to exist no universal agreed
definition on what Big Data entails (McAfee and Brynjolfsson 2012, Akter and Wamba 2016,
Gandomi and Haider 2014). The following section is to shed light on a diverging range of definitions
in an attempt to then highlight the key dimensions of the term.

3.8.1 Defining Big Data (Jens)
Although no universal definition of Big Data has yet been agreed upon, that is not equal to the term
not consisting of a (more or less) defined set of features. Gartner Inc. defines Big Data as “[…] highvolume, high-velocity and high-variety information assets that demand cost-effective, innovative
forms of information processing for enhanced insight and decision making” (as cited in Gandomi and
Haider 2015: 138). In a similar vein, TechAmerica Foundation’s Federal Big Data Commission
defines Big Data as “[…] a term that describes large volumes of high velocity, complex and variable
data that require advanced techniques and technologies to enable the capture, storage, distribution,
management, and analysis of the information” (ibid.). Encapsulated in these definitions are
characteristics, revolving around the volume, velocity and variety with which Big Data is associated.
This corresponds also with McAfee and Brynjolfsson’s (2012) view, which is likewise centered on
the three v’s, volume, velocity and variety.
Not surprisingly, volume refers to the enormous amounts of data, which are created every day,
initially giving Big Data also its name. As earlier stated, around 2.5 quintillion of data is being
generated on a daily basis, and forecasts are predicting that number to be doubling every 40 months
or so (McAfee and Brynjolfsson 2012: 62). To make that number just a little more comprehensible,
one terabyte “[…] stores as much data as would fit on 1500 CDs or 220 DVDs, enough to store around
16 million Facebook photographs” (Gandomi and Haider 2014: 138). Put in another (and even
simpler) way, “[…] more data cross the internet every second than were stored in the entire internet
just 20 years ago.” (McAfee and Brynjolfsson 2012: 62). The vast amounts of data sets that are
available to organizations today provide great opportunities for organizations to gain deep insights
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about customers, which in turn may then provide organizations with distinct competitive advantages.
However, such insights do not come easy, since Big Data is likewise characterized by involving also
high variety and high velocity.
As implied by the name, variety refers to the many different forms that Big Data take. It comes as (1)
messages and images posted to social networks, (2) as signals from sensors and mobile phones, (3)
as texts from e-mails, (4) audio recordings from devices – and many other forms (Chen et al. 2014;
McAfee and Brynjolfsson 2012; Akter and Wamba 2015; Hofacker et al. 2016; Jacobson 2013).
These different formats have been clustered into different overall categories, ranging from structured
to unstructured data. In specific, Gandomi and Haider propose that Big Data consists of structured,
semi-structured and unstructured data (2014: 138). Structured data constitutes the smallest part of all
available data sets with only five percent of all data being of this format (ibid.). It refers to data, which
is found in spreadsheets or relational databases, and is fairly easy to process – at least compared to
its unstructured companion. Unstructured data on the other hand consists of text, images, audio and
videos (as to give just a few examples), which need great amounts of processing if to be used for
extracting insights.
Finally, Big Data is associated with also a high velocity, referring to the pace at which data is
generated. For many organizations, the speed at which the data is created is what provides real value,
since this allows organizations to get real-time or close to real-time information about its business’
performance, its competitors and or its customers (Gandomi and Haider 2014: 62). As to make this
characteristic more concrete, Solomon puts forth an example, which explains the advantages of the
high velocity in specific: “One group of researchers used the GPS phone signals that were coming
from Macy’s parking lots on Black Friday to estimate whether the department store was going to
meet or exceed its sales projections for the biggest shopping day of the year – before the stores even
reported their sales” (Solomon 2018: 35). This quote captures just a (minor) part of what Big Data
can do for organizations - namely help them better understand their customers, and thereby, predict
future behaviors with much more accuracy.
Besides the three v’s accounted for by most scholars within the field, IBM has coined a fourth v
veracity. This v represents “[…] the unreliability inherent in some sources of data.” (as cited in
Gandomi and Haider 2014: 139) and hence deals with (potential) imprecise data. As to provide an
example, customer sentiments in social media constitute data, which is arguably uncertain by nature,
since they involve the subjective meanings and interpretations of people. Veracity then is concerned
with making analytics tools that ensure that the data is relevant and of high quality, filtering through
all of the less-important noise that exists in the Big Data sphere also (ibid.). By processing and
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interpreting the data in the right way, organizations may be granted access to insights, which
ultimately can help accelerate them greatly (Court 2015). This is strongly related to also the value-v
put forth by Kunz et al. (2017), revolving around the substantial (business) value, which data can help
organizations generate. With the emergence of Big Data organizations have the potential to create
big impact – and thereby value in several ways – if using the data wisely, that is (ibid.).
While the above has looked into the immense variations of data formats, the following is to account
for the many sources from which the data comes. SAS, (one of) the leader(s) within the business
analytics software and services industry, states that Big Data in general fall into one of three main
categories: (1) Streaming data, (2) Social media data or (3) publicly available (data) sources (SAS
2018). (1) Streaming data represents data that comes from a web of connected devices and ultimately
reaches one’s IT systems. It includes data from sensors and detectors, installed in machinery, which
is connected to the internet. In other words, it revolves around data that stems from IoT (that is,
Internet of Things) – a phenomenon, which is heavily expanding. (2) Social media data refers to data,
which comes from the social interactions that take place at various social network sites. This source
of data is considered particularly valuable since it may provide organizations with deep insights about
its customers’ attitudes and behaviors. However, as most social media data comprises unstructuredand semi-structured forms of data, it often poses significant challenges to organizations to consume
and analyze. Finally, (3) publicly available sources like the CIA World Factbook or the European
Union Open Data Portal hold massive amounts of data, which may be used in gaining insights about
general demographic- geographic- and socio-economic characteristics (SAS 2018). These types of
data are often compiled in structured formats, and hence requires less processing than for instance
social media data.
Finally, aside from the third-party data sources mentioned above, Big Data comes from within too.
First-party data, which consists of data that is generated internally (includes transactional data,
demographic customer data and e-mail addresses for instance) constitutes a particularly valuable type
of data also, since it enables organizations to gain deep knowledge about their own specific businesses
(SAS 2018; Marr 2015). It is characterized by being (most often) unique to the specific business,
while also more easily accessible since it does not necessitate the involvement of third-party data
suppliers (ibid.). This makes this type of data stand out in the sense that it is not something, which is
available to other organizations – as is data from publicly available analytics sources.
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The above sections have sought to account for the key characteristics, which define Big Data. As
evident, it composes a complex field within which constant change takes place. Big Data definitions
are continuously being created, changed and crossed out since the rapid emergence of new
technologies constantly alter the landscape. The uncertainties that permeate the current literature
reflects in many ways the uncertainties, which permeate the organizations who have not fully
achieved to integrate Big Data into their businesses also. And while this might portray the reality of
today, it stands in great contrast to the fact that more and more businesses seek to implement Big
Data into their ways of doing business. It is for this reason also, that this thesis in the coming sections
are to examine how Big Data can be applied in creating valuable insights in a practical business
context.
As argued by Big Data guru, Bernard Marr, the newsworthiness lies not in the implementation of data
in corporate decision-making. Organizations have always been looking into data as to make as
informed decisions as possible, however, the technological developments that have emerged have
allowed (and necessitated) organizations to do it in radically different ways now. The amounts are
massive and technological tools enable one to analyze and leverage it faster and better than ever
before (Marr 2015).

4 Research Methods (Jens)
The following section is to account for the overall scientific position and underlying methodological
choices that guide this thesis. As such, it presents the means for reaching an answer to the problem
statement defined.
Inspired by the research onion (Saunders et al. 2009), the authors have divided the methodological
choices into six parts, which will be presented and thoroughly explained below. Each layer of the
abovementioned onion describes a more detailed stage of the research process. By dividing the
methodology into different layers, the authors aim to create an effective and manageable progression
through which the research methodology is shown.
The six parts consist of: (1) Research philosophy, (2) research approach, (3) research strategy, (4)
research choice, (5) time horizon and (6) data collection and data processing.
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Figure 4.1. Source: Authors’ own illustration. Methodological overview

4.1 Research philosophy (Kristoffer)
Generically speaking, research philosophies are concerned with the development of knowledge and
the nature of that knowledge (Saunders et al. 2009; Bryman 2012). And while that surely points
towards a significant common denominator, research philosophies differ greatly. Each distinct
research philosophy contains important assumptions about the world and how it should be viewed,
influencing therefore also the research strategy and methods that follow (ibid.). The coming section
is to define the overall research philosophy adopted for this thesis, followed then by the research
strategy and methods.
When decomposing the problem statement of this thesis, two main parts can be extracted: (1) The
investigation of the customer journey concept and (2) the investigation of how this concept can be
enrichened by utilizing a combination of Big Data and human insights.
The end goal then is the development of a more nuanced and applicable customer journey framework,
while the means to getting there comprise the understanding of how customers journey through the
decision process.
As to get at the goal of the subject matter, it is argued that the problem statement and research
questions constitute the most important determinants, dictating therefore which methodological
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choices are most appropriate. In other words, the fundamental position adopted for this thesis is that
of the pragmatist, arguing that it is perfectly possible to work with variations in one’s epistemology
and ontology, since […] one may be more appropriate than the other for answering particular
questions (Saunders et al. 2009: 109). As the research question(s) of this thesis concerns the
examination of both Big Data and human insights, it seems reasonable to suggest a viewpoint, which
allows for exactly that. But, while pragmatism highlights the research question(s) as the most
important determinant(s), pragmatism does not reflect a research philosophy like positivism,
interpretivism or realism in itself. Bearing in mind the pragmatic view then, this thesis adopts
standpoints from both the interpretivist and the positivist views.
The interpretivist view applies, as one needs to tap into the minds of the customers in order to get to
the understanding of how customers reach decisions. The reason being that it is the perceptions of
those social actors that lead to the final decision-making in the decision process. Hence, from an
ontological standpoint, when investigating how customers reach decisions, a social constructivist
stance is adopted. This implies that “[…] it is necessary to explore the subjective meanings motivating
the actions of social actors in order for the researcher to be able to understand these actions” (Saunders
et al. 2009: 111). Arguably, the journey towards reaching decisions is a socially constructed
phenomenon, resulting from the consumers’ interactions with various social actors and their
surrounding environment; that is, interactions with other consumers (word-of-mouth, product
reviews, influencers etc.) and organizations (targeted brand messages, customer service, etc.). In fact,
without the existence of humans, it would be hard to believe that product- and service choices would
even exist, ultimately sweeping aside any discussions about customer journeys. Thus, the customer
journey is not perceived to be something “out there”, existing independent of the thoughts and ideas
of the people involved in it (Jackson and Sorensen 2006). Rather, it is perceived to be constructed
and shaped by the social actors involved in it and their specific interactions with others. For that
reason also, it is believed that the customer journey is in a constant state of revision, dependent on
the specific interactions that take place, supporting also the view that no two journeys are alike.
From an epistemological view, interpretivism is what guides this thesis. It is argued that the social
world of consumer behavior is “[…] far too complex to lend itself to theorizing by definite ‘laws’ in
the same way as the physical sciences” (Saunders et al. 2009: 115). In specific, Saunders et al. argue
that the interpretivist stance is highly appropriate in research addressing such fields as behavior,
marketing, and human resource management, since these areas provide complex and unique business
situations, resulting from a particular set of circumstances and individuals coming together at a
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specific time (2009: 116). As this is what is dealt with in this research – unique business situations,
resulting from a particular set of circumstances and individuals coming together, it is deemed
appropriate to apply exactly this philosophy. In line with also the social constructivist, the
interpretivist finds it necessary to understand the differences between humans in their roles as social
actors. For this specific research then, this allows for the investigation of how customers (inter)act
during the decision process and, just as importantly, what their underlying motivations for those
(inter)actions are.
While the interpretivist view applied in the thesis creates the foundation for developing a deep
understanding of how customers journey through a decision process, and what their underlying
motivations are, a positivist stance is (in part) applied in covering the more statistical-based part
stemming from Big Data. Big Data is concerned with numbers and is incorporated as to nuance and
widen the findings, ultimately ensuring a higher degree of representativeness. As argued also
previously, Big Data is applied not in order to understand the social processes behind the customer
journey, but in order to validate (or potentially question and extend) the insights gathered from the
qualitative interviews. Hence, Big Data is seen as a supplementary tool that enhances the credibility
and ultimately also the representativeness of the study. Important to note is that the secondary data
sets are not necessarily considered the truth, since the researchers are aware that the data sets are
selected and analyzed based on their subjective choices. This point is elaborated upon in section 4.4.1,
where the researchers’ research choice is discussed.

4.2 Research approach (Jens)
Research approaches involve the use of theory. In general, two main approaches are discussed when
setting out the direction of one’s research, the one being the inductive approach, and the other, the
deductive approach. Each approach has certain implications for the research design, necessitating
important considerations to be made. In this thesis, a primarily deductive approach is adopted, yet,
there are tendencies from the inductive approach also. This will be elaborated upon below.

4.2.1 Inductive / Deductive (Jens)
With the problem statement and research questions of this thesis being inspired by and based upon
existing theories, a primarily deductive approach reveals itself (Saunders et al. 2009). As already
accounted for, there is a gap within the current literature on the customer journey concept, which fails
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to incorporate the many new touchpoints following from the digital transformation. Inspired by and
based upon existent theories, the authors have deduced a preliminary customer journey, taking into
account the different theoretical viewpoints that have been explored. This model is to be examined
by empirical scrutiny, including both quantitative and qualitative data.
In terms of the inductive tendencies, these present themselves as the purpose of the study is to add to
the existing theoretical field by creating a model, which takes into account both human insights and
Big Data in an attempt to provide a more nuanced and applicable customer journey.

4.3 Research Strategy (Kristoffer)
Research strategies are concerned with the way one goes about answering one’s research questions.
These may be of explorative, descriptive or explanatory nature, depending on the goal(s) set for the
research in question. In the following, an explorative research strategy is introduced and argued for.

4.3.1 Case study (Kristoffer)
In line with the overall philosophical standpoint and research approach of the thesis, a case study
approach is chosen for the strategy part. This implies that focus is levelled towards one particular
instance rather than a wide spectrum of instances of the thing that is to be explored (Denscombe 2010:
52).
The rationale behind choosing the case study approach is its enablement of studying things in detail,
bringing with it the possibility of gaining unique insights, which may in turn be used to derive at new
or extended theories (Denscombe 2010). As explained earlier, the purpose of this thesis is to examine
how human insights and Big Data in conjunction can be applied in creating more nuanced and
applicable customer journeys, entailing a two-fold theoretical contribution; (1) one contribution that
requires the creation and demonstration of what a nuanced and applicable customer journey actually
looks like, and another, (2) which requires the examination of how to get to that result. Denscombe
states that “[…] end-products, outcomes and results all remain of interest to the case study researcher,
but if attention were not given to the processes which led to those outcomes, then the value of the
case study would be lost.” (2010: 53). This captures the very essence of this thesis’ goal, where the
goal is not only to provide a customer journey framework for HSHOP in specific, but more
importantly, also a clarification of how to reach this framework.
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Naturally, the case study approach is considered also useful owing to the field of study in this thesis.
With the focal point of investigation being consumers’ complex journeys toward reaching decisions,
it is considered suitable to use a research strategy that renders possible the in-depth examination of
consumers’ ways of navigating within the world’s complex digital environment. Here, the case study
is especially good since it enables one to “[…] provide an explanation that can cope with the
complexity and subtlety of real life situations.” (Denscombe 2010: 55).
In specific, this thesis’ case revolves around the multinational e-commerce business HSHOP, which
sells sports equipment in five different countries with a yearly two-digit million revenue. This case
represents what Denscombe (2010) coins a typical instance, characterized simply by being similar to
many other cases. Bryman’s definition of this case reads: “The objective is to capture the
circumstances and conditions of an everyday or commonplace situation” (2016: 70). By choosing a
case, which is primarily focused on e-commerce, is relatively green in terms of using Big Data, and
which products’ in average cost 1.050 DKK, this case represents a wide range of somewhat similar
businesses.
As argued for in section 4.4.1, multiple sources and methods are included in the investigation of the
defined problem statement. This is in accordance with the case study approach, which “[…] allows
the researcher to use a variety of sources, a variety of types of data and a variety of research methods
as part of the investigation. It not only allows this, it actually invites and encourages the researcher
to do so.” (Denscombe 2010: 54).

4.4 Research choice (Kristoffer)
Saunders et al. define the research choice as “[…] the way in which you choose to combine
quantitative and qualitative techniques and procedures” (2009: 151). Each distinct method has each
own strengths and weaknesses, affecting the results of one’s study in different ways (ibid.). Next, the
research choice of this study is presented and argued for.

4.4.1 Mixed methods (Kristoffer)
As mentioned in some of the earlier sections also, this thesis applies a mixed methods approach in
collecting data. This entails that both quantitative and qualitative data collection techniques and
analysis procedures are used in the research (Saunders et al. 2009). In specific, a sequential approach
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is adopted, meaning that the qualitative data is collected and analyzed at first, stimulating then the
quantitative data analysis, which is to supplement the qualitative findings (ibid.).
In order to get at the goal of this thesis, deep insights about the customer journey and the underlying
processes behind it need gained. At the same time, these insights need to be somewhat representative
in order to create actual academic and practical value. For the first part, semi-structured interviews
are carried out, ensuring in-depth knowledge about customers, while for the second part, Big Data is
incorporated. Big Data has the potential to widen the findings since it provides a much larger amount
of customer data, ultimately making it possible to arrive at a more representative and thereby
satisfactory answer to the problem statement.
Since the Big Data sets are secondary, that is, “[…] compiled data that have received some form of
selection or summarising” (Saunders et al. 2009: 258), they do not necessitate much effort in terms
of collecting. This, however, is explained more thoroughly in section 4.7, where also the primary data
collection, comprised by semi-structured interviews, is presented.

4.5 Reliability and Validity (Kristoffer)
As pointed out in the above paragraph, a mixed methods approach has been applied as to ensure a
more representative and hence satisfactory answer to this thesis’ problem statement. Related to this,
is the discussion about the credibility of one’s research findings. Saunders et al. stress that attention
needs paid to particularly two parts of one’s research design when looking at credibility: reliability
and validity (2009: 156). Reliability refers to the extent to which one’s data collection methods and
analysis approaches will yield consistent findings, while validity refers to the extent to which the
findings are really about what they appear to be about (ibid.).
In terms of reliability, this is sought enhanced by providing a thorough account of the interview
techniques applied, the situations in which the interviews are conducted, interview guides,
transcriptions of the interviews, and finally, the actual audio recordings of them. By describing in
detail, the data collection methods used, it is hoped that similar data will appear if it is to be
reproduced by others. When looking at the reliability of the quantitative data collection, a few
challenges arise however. With the data being pulled out from the web analytics service, Google
analytics, the researchers have not themselves been involved in the actual data creation nor collection.
Instead, algorithms formed by Google constitute the actual data collection techniques, ultimately
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meaning that the researchers cannot ensure consistent findings, since Google might decide to change
those algorithms. However, with Google being dependent on users’ level of trust in the organization’s
service - for it to maintain its position as a reliable and used search engine – it is assessed that the
data is indeed reliable.
In terms of validity, this is sought increased by applying the previously mentioned mixed methods
approach. By incorporating both qualitative and quantitative data, it is argued that there is a higher
likelihood of creating findings that are really about what they appear to be about, that is, customers’
ways of journeying through a decision process. The researchers are aware that the findings cannot be
generalized to all populations since they are based on a single case. However, as also argued for in
section 4.4.1, the use of both qualitative and quantitative data increases the representativeness for the
study.

4.6 Time horizon (Jens)
An important aspect to consider when planning the research strategy is the time horizon on which the
findings are based. Saunders et al. (2009) operate with two different approaches, the cross-sectional
and the longitudinal. The cross sectional is a snapshot taken at a particular time, representing a social
phenomenon at that specific point of time. The longitudinal is a representation of the company over
a given time period. For this thesis, the cross-sectional approach is found most relevant. One reason
being the natural time constraints imposed by the thesis’ scope, and a second reason being the aim of
the research. The purpose is to examine how human insights and Big Data can enrichen the customer
journey concept – not how the customer journey concept is evolving concurrently with our research.
The authors of the thesis acknowledge that both external as well as internal aspects are ever-changing
and therefore different findings could have been found by studying the phenomenon at another point
in time. For that reason, it needs stressed that the insights gained represent only a snapshot of the
social phenomenon studied.

4.7 Data collection and analysis (Jens)
As earlier stated, multiple methods for collecting and analyzing data have been applied during the
study. These methods are explained in detail in the following.
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4.7.1 Primary data collection (Jens)
The primary data collection consists of semi-structured interviews. With the focus of this thesis partly
being to tap into the minds of the customers, investigating consumer behavior, motivations and
underlying thoughts, it is appropriate to apply a technique that allows for generating such in-depth
insights (Denscombe 2010; Saunders et al. 2009).
The semi-structured interview is defined as an interview that has “[…] the purpose of obtaining
descriptions of the life world of the interviewee in order to interpret the meaning of the described
phenomena” (Brinkman 2013: 21). This corresponds also with the epistemological standpoint taken,
highlighting the meanings of the described phenomena as important to explore.
At first glance, this data collection method may not seem to involve much technical skill, since it
draws upon a skill set that many researchers naturally have – the simple art of conversing with others.
However, it is more complex than that (Denscombe, 2010). In the following, a short introduction to
the advantages of interviews will be presented, after which a detailed account of how the primary
data has been collected for this thesis is laid out.
The semi-structured interview is a research method most used during social sciences (Denscombe
2010). While a structured-interview has a guide-set of questions the interviewer ‘cannot’ divert from,
the semi-structured interview is more open, allowing ideas, thoughts and new processes to be brought
up and examined as the interview unfolds (Denscombe 2010; Bryman, 2012). Naturally, the main
advantage of this approach is that the research becomes much more flexible (ibid.). With the
researcher being prepared for a flexible interview, it is easy to bring in new perspectives, opening up
for topics and discussions that the researcher had not considered before-hand. At the same time, the
semi-structured interview incorporates a clear list of issues and questions to be addressed, ensuring
that the data being collected is relevant and consistent throughout (Saunders et al. 2009). Typically,
the questions are open-ended, and focus is on getting elaborated answers from the interviewee. In this
specific thesis, semi-structured interviews are to be conducted with both employees and customers of
HSHOP.
First, interviews with the employees of HSHOP are carried out. The purpose here, is to develop an
understanding of the general business, including their products, the markets on which they operate,
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their target audience(s), marketing efforts and (potential use) of data and the customer journey
concept. The interview guide is based on the research questions and the theoretical foundation of the
thesis and takes into account Kvale’s ten criteria (as cited in Bryman 2012: 475), which together is to
guarantee the quality of the qualitative data. Owing to the nature of the semi-structured interview,
questions not included in the interview guide may be asked if any additional and interesting
information comes up.
The insights gained from the interviews of HSHOP’s employees are subsequently to inform the
interview-guide for the customer-part. In order to ensure consistency, the same overall topics as were
used in the employee-interviews are included, however, minor adjustments are potentially to be made.
Moreover, the insights gained from the employee-interviews are to help identify the key customer
segments, which are to be interviewed.
Finally, the interviews are to be carried out in a meeting room (or similar), away from the interviewees
common work areas, and in isolation from other colleagues, in order to create an environment that
invites the interviewees to be honest and makes them feel comfortable expressing their thoughts
(Saunders et al. 2009).
In specific, interviews are conducted with the following internal- and external stakeholders:
Internal stakeholders:
•

TK, Partner and CEO (Appx. 2.1 for interview transcription)

•

HR, Partner and Design Manager (Appx. 2.2 for interview transcription)

•

RKA, Partner and Product Specialist (Appx. 2.3 for interview transcription)

External stakeholders:
•

TB, Former professional handball player (Appx. 2.8 for interview transcription)

•

JB, Former elite handball player (Appx. 2.5 for interview transcription)

•

AF, currently plays at a medium-high level – series 1 (Appx. 2.4 for interview transcription)

•

MPA, currently plays at a medium level – series 2 (Appx. 2.6 for interview transcription)

•

JS, currently plays at a medium level (Appx. 2.9 for interview transcription)
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•

LS, currently plays at a medium level (Appx. 2.10 for interview transcription)

•

HN, currently plays at a low level – series 3 (Appx. 2.7 for interview transcription)
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4.7.2 Primary data processing (Jens)
The interviews are conducted in Danish, since both employees and customers are Danish. The reason
why only Danish respondents are included is argued for in the analytical section 5.1.1, which found
that Danish customers were the most relevant for whom to map the customer journey. As the
interviewees’ level of comfortability was found critical for generating the most accurate and thorough
insights, all interviewees were asked in which language they preferred to conduct the interviews
before initiating them (Bryman 2012). All interviewees preferred to speak Danish. The authors have
subsequently transcribed the interviews in Danish and translated only the data that has been
considered relevant for answering the problem statement to English. The authors are aware that by
translating the data, there is a risk of losing certain point of views, since languages can hold implicit
and contextual meanings, which cannot necessarily be translated directly. However, as the authors
themselves are Danes, it is believed that any underlying meanings of the interviewees’ answers can
be captured and thereby also included in the translations.
According to Bryman (2012), it is easy to look at transcriptions as an unproblematic translation of
spoken words intro written material. However, because of the importance of transcripts in qualitative
research, transcribing should not be taken lightly (ibid.). For this thesis, the interviews were
transcribed in their full duration, making sure that no important themes or subjects were left out or
neglected. The authors used an approach where (most) empty words, or fillers, such as ‘ehm’, ‘uhh’
and ‘ahh’ were removed, making the transcriptions more readable (Brinkmann 2013). The rationale
for adopting this exact transcription approach lies within the selected method for analysis (section
4.7.3.1). Had the analytical method consisted of a discourse analysis, a narrative analysis or a
conversation analysis (or similar approaches), words (and empty words), pauses, articulations and the
like would have had an entirely different significance (Bryman and Bell 2015).
All external interviews are conducted with customers (and potential customers) of HSHOP, who
match the characteristics that define the key customers of HSHOP. These characteristics are described
in detail in the analytical section(s) (section 5.1 and section 5.2).

4.7.3 Primary data analysis (Jens)
Having conducted interviews with representatives from HSHOP as well as with their key customers,
the data collected will be analyzed to uncover any essential themes, contexts and insights within the
data (Bryman 2012). The focus of the analysis will be to find patterns that can help define and explore
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the customer journey for the most relevant target audience. Hence, the analytical method chosen is
that of a thematic analysis. This method allows the authors to structure the collected qualitative data
and thus help gain a more in-depth understanding of the socially constructed customer-journeyphenomenon (Boyatzis 1998).
According to Bryman (2013), the thematic analysis is one of the most common approaches to
qualitative data analysis. Unlike other analysis tools, it does not have a long heritage, neither has it
“[…] been outlined in terms of a distinctive cluster of techniques” (Bryman 2013). Yet, the search of
themes most often entails a process of encoding, during which the collected data is analyzed by
merging and comprising all the gathered information into themes (Braun and Clarke 2006). As to
ensure the quality of the identified themes, Bryman presents a range of characteristics that themes
(typically) consist of, which one as a researcher needs to be aware of. These are inspired by and based
upon ideas initially presented by Ryan and Bernard (2003) and Brand and Clarke (2006). The
characteristics sound as follows:
•

“A category identified by the analyst through his/her data;

•

that relates to his/her research focus (and quite possibly the research questions);

•

that builds on codes identified in transcripts and/or field notes;

•

and that provides the researcher with the basis for a theoretical understanding of his or her
data that can make a theoretical contribution to the literature relating to the research focus”
(as cited in Bryman (2012: 580).

4.7.3.1 Thematic Analysis Tool (Jens)
With the thematic analysis method introduced in the above, the following section presents a guide of
how the researchers have approached the thematic analysis for this specific thesis. The guide is
inspired and based upon Braun and Clarke’s views as presented by Bryman (2013: 580).
Bryman puts forth various recommendations as guidelines for when searching for themes – arguing
that an “[…] interpretive approach needs taken” (2013: 297), when carrying out the analysis. In
specific, he recommends that one looks for: (1) Repetitions: That is, topics that recur throughout the
transcriptions, (2) indigenous typologies or categories: That is, certain expressions and wordings that
are unfamiliar – maybe unknown - or used in an unfamiliar way, (3) metaphors and analogies: That
is, if the interviewees explain themselves through analogies or metaphors, (4) transitions: That is, if
any topic shifts are prevalent in the transcribed, (5) similarities and differences: That is, looking for
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similarities and differences within the interview(s) and between multiple interviews - the differences
and similarities may add an uncertainty or manifest certain themes, (6) linguistic connectors: That is,
examining the use of words like ‘because’ or ‘since’, as they may be showcasing connections in the
mind of the interviewee, (7) missing data: That is, looking at the data and asking whether there is data
that is not included in it, and finally, (8) theory-related material: That is, looking for theories from
within our scientific approach as to conceptualize concepts and themes relevant for the subject matter
(Bryman 2012: 580).
Repetition is probably, the most common for establishing a pattern and hence finding a relevant and
legit theme. It is important to mention however, that simply because a large number of the
interviewees are saying or mentioning any of the same things, it does not mean that the articulated
necessarily need to be considered a theme (Bryman 2012).
Similarly, Braun and Clarke (2013) introduce the ‘Six phases of thematic analysis’, which is likewise
a tool for locating themes and securing that none are overlooked. For this specific thesis, the thematic
analysis will be based primarily on Bryman’s guide, yet ideas and inspiration might be ‘lend’ from
also Braun and Clarke’s way of looking at the process and order through which data is looked at
(2013). They suggest that the six phases not should be looked at as a linear model - but as a tool where
one can proceed to the next phase if found necessary. The six phases consist of: (1) Familiarizing
oneself with one’s data - during this phase, the focus is on the collected data itself, (2) generating
initial codes – focus is levelled towards finding the initial codes that will later be transformed into
themes, (3) searching for themes – focus is directed at piling together codes as to form themes, (4)
reviewing themes – focus is directed at reviewing and rating all themes as to subsequently categorize
them – both relevant and irrelevant ones, (5) defining and naming themes – having reviewed the
themes, the most important ones are defined and named - these are typically the ones that would be
used actively, and finally, (6) producing the report – focus is on the analysis and production of
findings (Braun and Clarke 2013). For many academics, the thematic analysis lacks a clearly specified
procedure of ways of working. Arguably, the above presented approach presents a thorough execution
plan for initiating the analysis of the collected data (Bryman 2012).

4.7.4 Secondary Data (Kristoffer)
As for the secondary data, data will be extracted from the web analytics service, Google analytics,
which tracks and reports website traffic (Google Analytics 2018).
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Two main reasons can be given as to why the Big Data is extracted from exactly this analytics service:
First, HSHOP is simply put an immature organization when it comes to collecting, combining,
analyzing and interpreting Big Data. During the interviews with TK, HR and RK it was found that
the organization does not have the resources nor the skills to engage in Big Data analytics, meaning
that the data at hand is somewhat limited. The researchers are aware that more opportunities for
examining also other types of data (structured vs. unstructured) would emerge if they were to invest
in data mining tools, capable of scraping social media sites or clustering and classifying other types
of raw data. However, such investment is deemed beyond the scope of this thesis.
The second reason why Google Analytics is considered an appropriate service for extracting data, is
that this service can provide information, which is in alignment with the various layers implemented
in the authors’ preliminary customer journey. In specific, the analytics service enables one to look
into different consumer behaviors, including but not limited to website visits, key search terms,
devices used, and time on site(s). These different metrics may then be used in understanding the
customer journey, by giving indications of the channels most often used, the content searched for,
and the devices applied along the way. This is likewise in line with the recommendations put forth
by Hofacker et al. (2016) as accounted for in the theoretical section.

5 Analysis (Kristoffer)
The coming section is to analyze the qualitative- and quantitative data sets, which have been collected.
As described, the qualitative data is analyzed by means of a thematic analysis, while the quantitative
data is analyzed without the use of any specific analytical method. The reason being that the
quantitative data sets are constituted by data that has already been collected and clustered, making it
ready for immediate interpretation.
First, the internal interviews conducted with the three partners of HSHOP are analyzed, providing the
authors with an important understanding of HSHOP’s business, the market(s) on which it operates,
its target audience(s) and the customer journey as seen from HSHOP’s perspective. The findings from
the internal interviews will subsequently be sought nuanced by examining Big Data from Google
Analytics, after which a comparison of findings is made. This comparison then informs the following
collection and analysis of data stemming from the customers of HSHOP, which is to lead to the final
Customer Journey Model.
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Figure 5.1. Source: Authors’ own illustration. Theoretical overview.

5.1 Analysis of internal interviews (Jens)
Before being able to develop a customer journey for HSHOP’s customers, one needs essential
information about the organization, the markets on which it operates, the product category that is the
most important to it, and the customers with which it seeks a relationship. Likewise, it is important
to gain an understanding of HSHOP’s perception(s) of their key customers’ decision journey, since
such provide important contextual insights needed for the external interviews with HSHOP’s
(potential) customers.
Seven common themes have been identified across all three interviews, while three additional themes
have been extracted from either one or two of the three interviews. In total that amounts to ten themes,
which are examined below. While the themes have been divided into separate themes in the thematic
analyses (appendices 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3), the following analysis compiles some of the themes into one,
ensuring a more cohesive analysis. The thematic analyses can be found in appendix 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.

5.1.1 Analysis of HSHOP’s core business areas (Jens)
In order to develop an understanding of HSHOP’s customers and hence their customer journey, it is
necessary to also understand HSHOP’s business. The beginning of all three interviews therefore
focused on gaining knowledge about the key business areas of the organization. In the following,
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HSHOP’s management’s perception of the organization is analyzed, looking for key stories and
insights that can help create a deeper understanding of it. This is to assist in developing an
understanding of the product category, the customers and the market(s), which the thesis needs to
take outset in when developing the customer journey.
As explained in the introductory section, HSHOP focuses primarily on selling handball shoes- and
equipment. It originated as a result of no other stores carrying a satisfying selection of sports
equipment for particularly handball, meaning that players previously have had to always shop at
several different stores as to get the equipment needed (Appx. 3.1 and 3.2). With that as the basis, the
partners set out to establish a business, which allowed consumers to purchase ‘all at once’, while also
receiving expert guidance from the employees. As stated by HR: “[…] we needed a place, where it
was possible to nerd out products […]. It was important to us to add the geekiness. Products are
extremely important when it comes to handball “(Appx. 3.2). Besides highlighting the motivation
for founding the business, this quote too highlights the importance of products within handball. As
will be touched upon more thoroughly in the following, it likewise provides an indication of the
somewhat high involvement that needs put into the purchase of handball shoes.
While HSHOP consists of both a physical- and online shop, the organization drives the majority of
its sales through its online shop. RK states that “[…] 96 % of our revenue [...] stems from online sales
and 4 % […] comes from the physical shop” (Appx. 3.3). A slightly more even distribution of sales
takes place during peak season, where the physical shop is argued to account for around 30 percent
of the sales however (Appx. 2.2). Despite of a more evenly split sales-situation during peak season,
the fact that the e-commerce accounts for the majority of sales makes for an interesting case for this
specific thesis. The reason being, that online-based companies have the potential to generate large
amounts of Big Data to supplement the general understanding of customer behaviors. This is touched
upon more thoroughly in the Data Utilization section.
Having established an understanding of where the customers of HSHOP typically purchase their
products, time has come to look into, which products they purchase. The semi-structured interviews
quickly revealed that the shoe category is HSHOP’s primary business focus. Not only are shoes the
products that the partners themselves have the highest affection for, they are also the products that
generate the highest profits. HR specifically states that the “[…] greatest focus lies within the shoecategory. This is where we generate the highest profits. I believe that 70-80 % of our revenue stems
from shoes” (Appx. 3.2). This is substantiated by TK who argues that shoes make up the best-selling
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product category: “Shoes count for around 50-60 percent of our sales. […] It’s 50 to 60 percent of
our sales, but it constitutes 70 to 80 percent of our revenue (Appx. 3.1). Moreover, TK argues that
the organization does not ‘just’ sell handball shoes. They sell premium handball shoes: “We
differentiate ourselves from the established sports chains by having more premium shoes. […] We
only have top styles – and maybe a few sub-top-styles in our assortment. And that’s a strategic choice
we’ve made because we know that the ones that we target want quality products” (ibid.). HR concurs,
emphasizing that almost all shoes cost more than 1.000 kr. As he says, “it’s high-end products that
we focus on” (Appx. 3.2).
At first, it might seem hard to argue that handball shoes are high-end products in the most traditional
sense – that is, products that require high amounts of involvement when purchasing. Yet, handball
shoes are extremely important when it comes to handball players’ performance (and avoidance of
injuries) as why it may be argued that the products that HSHOP sell are indeed products that require
certain levels of involvement. And with handball shoes also being the products that generate the
highest profits for HSHOP, it seems reasonable to therefore map the customer journey based on the
customers’ purchase of premium handball shoes.
With the product category settled, the analysis moves to an assessment of which market makes the
most sense to look into when mapping the customer journey. Arguably, it makes the most sense to
base the customer journey on the market that is the most valuable to HSHOP – at least in this case,
where time and space constraints limit the authors from investigating customer journeys in several
countries.
HSHOP currently operates within five countries. Since its foundation in Denmark in 2014, it has
expanded and launched web shops in Sweden, Norway, Poland and France. According to TK, the
plan is to also open web shops in Holland and Spain this year, while the Aarhus company plans to
enter the German market by 2020 (Appx. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3; Jyllands-Posten 2018). For now, HSHOP’s
key markets are constituted by Denmark and Norway, which make up 45 and 38 percent of their sales,
respectively. The remaining percentages are then shared between the rest of their markets (Appx.
2.2).
With Denmark constituting the largest market, the authors have decided to analyze only Danish
customers. One could have generated other findings by looking into other markets, since consumer
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behaviors differ across borders – yet time and space constraints have made it seem most reasonable
to focus on developing the customer journey for just one country’s customers.

5.1.2 Analysis of HSHOP’s key customers (Kristoffer)
It has previously been argued that it is critical to understand one’s key customer segments before
starting mapping the customer journey. The reason being that it makes little sense to analyze
customers, which do not have any relevance to an organization. In the above, it was found that
Denmark constitutes the most profitable market to HSHOP, as why point of departure is taken in
Danish customers. However, more elaborate information is still needed in terms of defining the
characteristics of the key customers in Denmark.
During the three interviews with the partners of HSHOP it was found that HSHOP perceives their
key customers to be teenagers ranging from (approximately) 13 to 19 years of age. This segment has
been coined the HOT, that is, Handball Obsessed Teen(s), which live and breathe for handball. They
are characterized by spending great amounts of time playing handball, putting ‘pride’ in having the
latest styles within the handball shoe category, and buying (or receiving) two to three pairs of shoes
a season (Appx. 3.3). What is somewhat interesting is that neither RK nor HR seems very confident
in defining these key customers, though. RK specifically says that “[…] we haven’t been very good
at talking about this in-house. It’s something we just do – learning by doing” (Appx. 3.3) – something,
which is further substantiated by the fact that all of the three partners define the age group differently:
RK says that the key customers range from 12 to 19 years of age, while HR starts out by defining
them as being between 13 and 19 years old. He then corrects himself, arguing that they might be as
young as 11 years old (Appx. 3.2 and 3.3). Finally, TK, the CEO, says that their primary targets are
the HOT’s that are in the age of 14 to 16 years, although they do target their marketing efforts down
to the age of 13 also (Appx. 3.1). These different statements of course all point towards the teenagersegment as the most important segment to target, yet they show inconsistencies, which might make
one consider the basis on which the segment is defined. As accounted for later, HSHOP does not put
much effort into collecting or utilizing data, meaning that they do not use any transactional (or similar)
data as to determine their key customers’ age.
Ultimately, that leaves one with a key customer segment, consisting of teens in the age of 13 to 19
(approximately), who are ‘obsessed’ with handball, but which is not necessarily fully reliable. This
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customer segment is to be investigated further when the authors approach the Big Data analytics
(section 5.2).

5.1.3 Analysis of HSHOP’s marketing efforts, hereunder its application of
channels and content (Kristoffer)
Having established a somewhat clear overview of HSHOP’s core business, its primary market(s) and
target audience, the coming sections dive into the more marketing-related aspects of the organization.
This it to build an understanding of HSHOP’s thoughts behind targeting (and thereby moving) their
customers toward a purchase.
The three interviewees, TK, HR, and RK, all gave similar answers to the question of where HSHOP
tries to hit its key customer segments. The organization primarily pushes its content online, where
especially the social media platforms Facebook and Instagram are used, but also e-mail-newsletters
constitute a significant channel for reaching (potential) customers. In specific, RK states: “We
primarily push our content through newsletters, Facebook and Instagram. […] In the beginning we
used our friends a lot – made them wear sleeves and t-shirts, but we don’t do that a lot anymore.”
(Appx. 3.3). This points towards a primarily digital presence, which is supplemented also by the use
of Google AdWords (Appx. 3.1). While Google AdWords might not be a channel in itself, it covers
advertisement that is pushed on a wide range of digital channels, including search engines and mobile
apps.
The physical shop, located in the center of Aarhus, is in fact the only ‘offline’ channel used by
HSHOP, implying that the partners do indeed believe that their customers need to be reached online
rather than offline. Besides the insights gained about the channels through which HSHOP promote
itself, the interviews revealed thoughts about the usefulness of the different channels: “We use
Instagram as a different type of channel. As compared to Facebook, where we are very informative,
we use Instagram to showcase ourselves more like a fashion house” (Appx. 3.1). This indicates that
customers have different preferences in terms of the content they are exposed to, depending on the
channels on which they navigate. Assumedly, Facebook is used for informative purposes, while
Instagram is used for visual purposes.
In continuation of the last few lines, the content that HSHOP creates and distributes is to be analyzed
in the following. With two out of three interviewees being quite specific in terms of the content that
is produced and the different purposes of that content, a few main points need highlighted. Both HR
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and RK describe how HSHOP develops textual and visual content, with each type of content having
different purposes. In specific, HR states that: “What I’m focusing on is making material that looks
good visually [...], to make videos that showcase the shoe and makes you want to watch it again.”,
while RK elaborates, saying that: “[…] Then we strive to also always deliver some good textual
content – some explanatory text about the products – which is what the older audience, or the parents,
are looking for. Henrik is really good at creating the visuals, which is what the younger audience
looks for.” (Appx. 3.2 and 3.3). These quotes insinuate that different target audiences favor different
content; visuals are for the ‘younger’ audience, while textual (and informative) content is for the
‘older’ audience. This makes for an interesting assumption, which is to be examined in-depth when
talking to the customers of HSHOP.

5.1.4 Analysis of HSHOP’s perceptions of their customers’ purchase criteria
(Jens)
While the last two themes presented both represent layers of the Customer Journey Model developed
by the authors of this thesis, the coming theme constitutes a new and yet-to-be-considered topic.
When discussing HSHOP’s own perception of their customers’ journey, not only content and
channels were discussed – also different criteria for purchasing products at HSHOP came to the
surface. RK states that: “Often times it’s the design that makes the difference – a design that you
don’t see at home means that you won’t see a lot of others with the same shoe” before he continues,
saying “[…] which of the 50 models should I pick… Here, you take point of departure in the design,
but also the product information that’s available at the site. […] And then the customers’ experience
with our delivery and customer service is important too. It needs to be convenient […]”. (Appx. 3.3).
More than depicting an actual customer journey, these comments highlight the criteria that consumers
(assumedly) attach the most importance to when purchasing a pair of handball shoes at HSHOP. In
specific that is: Design, a high level of product information, and an efficient delivery and customer
service, which makes the customer experience smooth and convenient.
Although, purchase criteria have not been considered a necessary aspect to implement in the
Customer Journey Model so far, the above extracts have inspired the authors to consider rethinking
the model. Undoubtedly, knowing the criteria that customers weigh before deciding on a purchase
adds value in terms of enabling an organization to better target its customers by emphasizing the right
features of its products. This aspect is therefore to be explored more thoroughly in the external
interviews with the customers of HSHOP.
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5.1.5 Analysis of HSHOP’s application of Big Data (Jens)
As this thesis aims to investigate how Big Data in conjunction with qualitative insights can be applied
in generating a more nuanced picture of today’s digitalized customer journey, HSHOP’s ways of
working with data were discussed in the interviews also.
At first, TK claims that HSHOP uses data on a daily basis, looking into “[…] where […] customers
come from, what media they come from and what age they have. […] We also use it to benchmark
against others, follow seasons, budget planning and so on” (Appx. 3.1). This, however, stands in stark
contrast to what the two other partners, HR and RK say. Specifically, HR says “we are not utilizing
the data we have”, while RK states: “We are not using it very much. We would like to. We would
like to have more data on our customers” (Appx. 3.3 and 3.3). This points towards discrepancies
between each of the partners’ individual impressions of how much HSHOP uses data in their daily
business.
In the research to come, the authors are first to examine HSHOP’s perception of their customers’
decision journey. Subsequently, the data that HSHOP has provided us with is investigated in order to
develop a clearer understanding of the data that HSHOP collects and how it can potentially be used.
It is deemed especially important to look into data that reveals insights about the key customers, since
the target audience defined by HSHOP’s partners were characterized by certain inconsistencies. After
the (preliminary) Customer Journey and Big Data analyses, a comparison of findings from the
qualitative and quantitative data is carried out, having the purpose of informing the data collectionand analyses to come.

5.1.6 Analysis of HSHOP’s perception of their customers’ customer journey
(Kristoffer)
With the customer journey concept being the focal point of investigation in this thesis, much of the
interviews were spent gathering insights about HSHOP’s own perception(s) of their customers’
journey towards reaching decisions. And although these insights might not be the ones shaping the
final Customer Journey Model, they provide important information for the authors to take into
account when interviewing the customers.
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So far, topics regarding HSHOP’s core business, their perceptions of their target audience(s), their
channel- and content usage, purchase criteria, and HSHOP’s ways of working with data have been
discussed. These topics have all revealed certain points in regard to HSHOP’s idea of their customers’
journey, yet they have not painted a complete picture of how their customers end up purchasing their
products. During the interviews, the authors asked open questions concerning the partners’
perceptions of their customers’ journeys. These questions were later elaborated on as the authors
presented the interviewees to their preliminary Customer Journey Model (after the interviews had
ended) and asked them to fill out the various layers (Appendix 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3).
As seen from appendix 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, all of the partners believe that their customers’ need
recognition phase is triggered when browsing Social Media channels like Facebook and Instagram,
where the customers are exposed to both informative and inspiring visual content. HR further believes
that the need arises when handball is shown on TV, and the newest and most trendy shoes are
broadcast (Appx. 4.2). This is somewhat similar to RK’s point that physical boards (LED) in sports
arenas may trigger the need for new handball shoes (Appx. 4.3). Finally, both TK and RK believe
that emails (newsletters) can trigger a need if they carry content with either new products or special
offers (Appx. 4.1 and 4.2). There is a common perception that it is most often via the mobile phone
that the customer’s need is triggered.
Having recognized a need for new handball shoes, the three partners suggest that the customers go to
Google, Bing or HSHOP’s website to search for information about products that can solve the need.
They believe that the content that is searched for is now especially informative, providing customers
with a clear overview of the different specifications that each product has. Also, the content searched
for may include product reviews, size guides and general information about the shop that sells the
product. Again, it is believed that the mobile phone is the primary device used for searching
information, but also PC’s and physical shops are believed to be visited in this phase (Appx. 4.1, 4.2
and 4.3).
When evaluating the alternatives that have emerged during the information search, RK thinks that the
customers go to Pricerunner or Google to compare product prices. HR instead suggests that the
customers go to different web shops as to compare the identified alternatives – for instance
HSHOP.dk and Sportsmate.dk. In order to be the ‘winning’ alternative, they believe that the content
needs to revolve around the service level, selection and delivery, and being the ‘coolest’ to shop with.
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Once again, mobile devices and tablets are perceived to be the most used devices, although it is
believed that also PC’s are used for evaluating alternatives (ibid.).
Finally, a purchase decision is reached – ideally at HSHOP – and a post-purchase phase begins. Here,
RK thinks that the customers primarily share their experiences with each other through word-ofmouth, while TK believes that also social media channels are used for sharing pictures and reviews
of the purchased products (ibid.).

5.1.7 Sub-conclusion of initial findings (Kristoffer and Jens)
The above analysis has sought to prepare the ground for the coming research. First, it has assisted in
developing an understanding of HSHOP, its key markets and key customers. These findings have
been vital in terms of defining who to actually map. Second, the analysis has provided an overview
of HSHOP’s own perception of their customers’ decision journey, creating a solid foundation for
interviewing the customers subsequently.
In sum, the analysis has pointed towards a business, which revolves around the selling of premium
handball shoes. It is based primarily on sales in Denmark, where the key customers are comprised by
teens in the age of 13 to 19 years, who are ‘obsessed’ with handball. When purchasing shoes, they
value (1) design, (2) product information and (3) convenience, and then they find inspiration at social
media sites like Facebook and Instagram, where especially visual content appeals to them. On their
journey towards buying new shoes, they seek out content mostly on mobile devices like smart phones
and tablets. When first inspired, it is believed that the audience starts searching for information
through websites and search engines, while also product reviews are visited. Next, a set of alternatives
are compared on the basis of price, selection and to some degree status, followed by the actual
purchase. Finally, the new shoes are shared on social media, while also friends and relatives are
included in a word-of-mouth ‘session’.
In the forthcoming, a brief analysis of Big Data is presented. It focuses mostly on defining HSHOP’s
key customers, since HSHOP’s own account was characterized by certain inconsistencies. It does not
include an examination of the customers’ journey, as it is considered important to first make sure that
it is the right customers that are mapped before laying out a more detailed account of their behaviors.
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5.2 (Preliminary) analysis of Big Data (Kristoffer and Jens)
Although the qualitative findings showed certain discrepancies in the definition of HSHOP’s key
customers, they did indeed point towards a somewhat homogeneous target audience. Having
examined data from Google Analytics, this target audience is to be questioned in the following
however.
A very important first note, is that Google does not collect data about people who are under the age
of 18 (Google Analytics 2018b). This was unknown to the authors of the thesis, and of course presents
a major challenge, as the key customers defined by HSHOP are constituted by teens in the age of 13
to 19 years. However, based on the Big Data that has been retrieved from Google Analytics, it seems
fair to question this segment, ultimately making it possible to suggest an alternative key customer
segment (Appx. 5.1). This is argued for below.
Becoming aware of the fact that Google does not collect data about people under the age of 18 renders
possible a critical approach to TK’s statement that HSHOP uses data to “[…] to see where our
customers come from, what media they come from and what age they have” (Appx. 3.1). As
previously stated, HSHOP does not use transactional data either (Appx. 3.1), ultimately making it
seem like the target audience is based solely on assumptions and observations from the physical shop.
With only four percent of the sales coming from the physical shop (Appx. 2.2), observations may not
paint a very representative picture of the key customers, however. Also, RK specifically states that:
“In our physical shop, it’s our clear impression that the kids typically bring their parents. And then
the parents are the ones buying the products for the kids.” (Appx. 3.3). This further substantiates the
impression that the key customers (as defined by HSHOP) may not necessarily be the actual key
customers. In the following, data from Google Analytics is examined, showing a different picture
than the one presented by the partners of HSHOP.
According to data from Google Analytics, the audience that visits HSHOP the most is men and
women in the age of 25 to 34 years. This segment is likewise the people spending the most money
throughout the year (Appx. 5.1). With a close to seven-percent gap to the second largest audience,
the 18 to 24-year-old, it seems reasonable to suggest that this group is more valuable than also the 13
to 19-year-old segment, since the younger segment in general has a lower disposable income than
does the 25 to 34-year-old one (Appx. 5.1). In fact, a quite significant lower disposable income – in
average, the younger segment possesses less than half of what the 25 to 34-year-old segment does.
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This data implies that HSHOP’s perception of their key customers may not be entirely accurate. In
fact, it implies the exact opposite. The coming few paragraphs are therefore to dive a bit deeper into
the segment consisting of people in the age of 25 to 34 years, providing a more thorough
understanding of who HSHOP’s key customers (arguably) are instead.
Looking at the basic demographics characterizing this segment, a 66 / 34 percent split shows in terms
of gender allocation (Appx. 5.1). In specific, a little more than 66 percent of the customers are
composed by men, while the remaining 34 percent are constituted by women. In terms of the
audience’s location(s), the majority of the customers are living in either Copenhagen or Aarhus. In
total, around 45 percent of the customers come from either of the two cities. On a more overall level,
it can be seen that most of the customers are resident in Jutland (Appx. 5.1).

5.3 Critical reflections (Kristoffer and Jens)
The analysis of the internal interviews with HSHOP revealed findings about the organization’s key
target audience(s) and their assumed journeys toward reaching decisions. These findings have
subsequently been sought verified and nuanced by looking into the available data sets from the web
analytics service, Google Analytics. Here, critical implications have emerged, as the findings from
the two different data collections have proved hard to actually compare. The following section is to
reflect on these implications, and the consequences they carry for the forthcoming research.
As accounted for in the analysis of the internal interviews of HSHOP, HSHOP argues that their key
customers are constituted by the so-called HOT, that is, Teenagers Obsessed with Handball. This
segment is defined by being in the age group of 13 to 19 years old, comfortable navigating on the
web, and happy to buy several pairs of shoes during a season, dependent on the level on which they
play. However, HSHOP has not based this key customer segment on transactional data nor any other
type of data, and it may therefore be questioned whether this segment does indeed constitute the most
important target audience or not. Due to legal impediments, Google is not allowed to track people
under the age of 18 (Google 2018b), making it impossible to look into the purchase habits of this
segment, and more importantly, their general digital behavior. That means that the authors are left
with a target audience, which is (1) based primarily on assumptions, and (2) which cannot be
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examined by means of data stemming from Google Analytics, which is the tool from which Big Data
is to be extracted in this exact study.
Since the authors have previously argued that it is vital to understand one’s target audience before
mapping an actual customer journey, it is undoubtedly critical that this research itself is not able to
identify the most important target audience for certain. When looking at the data sets from Google
Analytics, it shows that people ranging from the age between 25 to 34 constitute the primary customer
segment for HSHOP, contradicting the insights gained from the qualitative interviews with the
organization. It may be though, that the 13 to 19-year-old segment would have proved a larger
segment if data from that segment existed. However, as the segment ranging from the age of 18 to 24
is smaller than the one ranging from 25 to 34, it seems reasonable to argue that the 25 to 34-year-old
segment is larger than also the HOT-segment, since this segment in general has a lower spending
power than does the older audience (Appx. 5.1). For that reason, it is decided that the forthcoming
analysis of HSHOP’s target audience’s customer journey is based on customers who range from the
age of 25 to 34 and not the HOT-segment as defined by HSHOP itself.
Important to note here also, is that the purpose of this thesis is to investigate how human insights and
Big Data in combination can be applied as to create more nuanced customer journeys, making it less
important whether it is the one target audience or the other that is under scrutiny.

5.4 Analysis of external interviews (Jens)
With the above sections arguing for which customer segment to map, the coming sections are to look
into this exact segment and their behaviors related to the purchase of premium handball shoes.
As accounted for also previously, seven interviews have been carried out with customers (or potential
customers) who represent the key customers of HSHOP. That is, customers who are in the age of 25
to 34, live in Copenhagen, Aarhus or other parts of Jutland, and play handball at different levels. They
are constituted primarily by men (five interviews), but also women are included (two interviews),
since the data showed that the gender split is close to a 70 / 30 – in the men’s favor. The external
interviews are first to be analyzed by means of a thematic analysis, providing an initial understanding
of the journey that the customers take part in when purchasing at HSHOP. Subsequently, this journey
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is to be investigated further by looking into data from Google Analytics, giving a more detailed
account of the (digital) behaviors of the customers.
Throughout the interviews, 11 themes were identified in total. Six of the themes were common for
all interviews, while five of the themes appeared in just some of the interviews. Like in the analysis
of the internal interviews, some of the themes have been synthesized in the following as to create a
more cohesive analysis. The thematic analyses of all external interviews are presented in appendices
3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10.

5.4.1 Analysis of the influence of HSHOP’s customers’ level of handball (Jens)
From the internal interviews with HSHOP, it became evident that the organization’s customers –
besides the HOT’s - consist of what they call the ‘masses’. What is meant by that is that their
customers play at all sorts of levels: “Of course we have handball players in all categories and at all
sorts of levels” (Appx. 3.2). What the partners did not comment on however, were the challenges of
knowing the ‘masses’ and their individual behaviors. For this reason, the authors have interviewed
customers that play at different levels, ranging from series 3 to a professional level. Naturally, and as
described also above, the interviews were conducted with customers who fit the key customer
segment as defined by the data analytics, that is, men and women in the age between 25 and 34. In
the following, an introduction to the different customers’ level is provided, looking into whether
different levels equal different purchase behaviors. This might then result in different customer
journeys to be developed later, dependent on the findings.
Two of the customers, TB and AF, play handball at a rather high level. TB has played at a top level
his entire life, while AF plays in series 1 currently. TB states: “I've played professional handball in
several places. I have played in Skanderborg and in BSV and have been professional for five years
or so”, just like AF plays a lot too: “We play a few times a week – typically three to four times,
including games” (Appx. 3.4 and 3.8). Both TB and AF stress that they attach great importance to
handball shoes and equipment in general, and both of them show a rather serious approach to
purchasing handball shoes: “During a season, I probably replace my shoes once or twice (Appx. 3.4).
This stands in contrast to the customers who play at a lower level, as they usually make a pair of
handball shoes last for at least two seasons (Appx. 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7). Specifically, JB says: “[...] you
can typically use a pair of handball shoes for two seasons, before they are really worn out, so I don’t
purchase several pairs over a season.” (Appx. 3.5). With HN saying that: “Today, I play series 3 -
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mostly for the fun (Appx. 3.6), it makes sense that handball shoes are not bought on a more regular
basis.
Interesting to see, is if the level of handball on which the customers play have an influence on their
respective customer journeys. From the above, indications have appeared, pointing towards more
comprehensive journeys of the (semi-)professional players than those of the lower-level players. This
is to be looked further into in the coming themes, where the authors have asked questions more
specifically related to the customers’ purchase behaviors. At this point already, it seems as if the
customer journey concept is too complex to map only one customer journey, yet this constitutes only
an assumption and something, which needs further examination.

5.4.2 Analysis of HSHOP’s customers’ purchase behavior (Kristoffer)
In order to develop an elaborate understanding of the customers’ purchase behavior, they were asked
questions about the level of involvement they put into their shopping, their preferences in terms of
where they shop, and how often they shop – all related to the purchase of sports equipment like
premium handball shoes. Five of the interviewees preferred shopping online while the two others
preferred shopping offline. This makes for an interesting case, as different shopping preferences may
arguably bring different customer journeys. Assumedly, offline purchases entail more offline
touchpoints than do online purchases. This is to be looked for in the forthcoming analysis.
Besides providing insights about the customers’ shopping preferences, the interviews provided
insights about their purchase habits- and involvement. When talking about the level of involvement
that is put into the purchase, JB states: “I typically think a lot about it - in terms of what I need - I like
quality products, and that’s typically a little more expensive than the cheaper products, so I like to
think through the entire process.” (Appx. 3.5). This is similar to what AF says: “I’m very conscious
about what I want. Sometimes I need to look up things and read about products - and compare
different styles. [...] I never just go online and click ‘purchase’ at the first product I find - I always do
some research before.” (Appx. 3.4).
In terms of purchase habits, most of the customers buy only one pair of handball shoes approximately
every second season, when the old pair is worn out: “[...] you can typically use a pair of handball
shoes for two seasons, before they are really worn out, so I don’t purchase several pairs over a
season.” (Appx. 3.5). However, two of the customers – the ones playing at the highest level – tend
to purchase several pairs a season, simply to have shoes to switch between, when playing as often as
they do. Despite of purchasing shoes more often however, these customers put at least the same
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amount of effort into finding the right shoes – if not more (Appx. 3.4 and 3.8). Together, these
insights indicate that the purchase of premium handball shoes is characterized by a somewhat high
level of involvement (that is, cognitive decisions) – it is not products that are bought on a regular
basis (that is, habitual decisions), and because of the physical requirements of handball players, they
tend to put great efforts into finding the right pair of shoes. Arguably, this speaks in favor of a
somewhat comprehensive decision process, reflecting also the model that the authors have deduced
from theory. This assumption is too to be examined further in the coming sections.

5.4.3 Analysis of HSHOP’s customers’ purchase criteria (Jens)
When speaking to the partners at HSHOP, it became evident that the customers typically have certain
purchase criteria that need fulfilled before making a purchase. In specific, HSHOP assumed that
design, a high level of product information, and an efficient delivery and customer service were the
most important criteria to their customers. These criteria were deemed important to investigate
further, as they arguably comprise valuable sources of information in developing a detailed
understanding of the customers and their journey. The following section presents the criteria that the
customers articulated the strongest about.
Throughout the interviews, especially three overall purchase criteria appeared: Design, brand and
functionality.
For the design- and functionality part, MP explains it well: “It’s among others, the looks of the shoes.
It has to do with style. And then it’s the level of support they give to your feet” (Appx. 3.6). TB
agrees, saying that: “I think, without sounding too vain, design and quality are probably the most
important requirements” (Appx. 3.8). This is highlighted by also AF, LS, JS and JB who all discuss
the importance of having shoes with good-looking details and the right colors, since “[…] when
playing handball, you’d like to have the coolest shoes on the court” (Appx. 3.10), while still having
shoes with the right functional features also (Appx. 3.4, 3.10, 3.9 and 3.5). As JB says: “And then it’s
the fit of the shoe - how well does it fit your feet? And how soft is it to run in? That’s what matters
to me.” (ibid.). AF likewise highlights the functional aspects, claiming “[…] it’s things like shockabsorption - I need that because of an old meniscus injury in my right knee [...] There are some
functional aspects that I look at before looking at price - which becomes more secondary” (Appx.
3.4). Finally, the brand itself has a major influence on the purchase. JS says that she will gladly pay
more to get something that fits her feet, supports her knees and comes from a popular brand (Appx.
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3.9). This is in line with what AF says, namely that he has a significant preference for Adidas, which
is why he usually starts his information search by looking specifically for Adidas shoes (Appx. 3.4).
TB explains: “I do not want to buy a pair of shoes from a brand I do not know. I may not dare - I
know how important it is for my game professionally” (Appx. 3.8), while HR moves along some
similar lines: “Shoes are something else. I like to have a brand that I know is good” (Appendix 3.7).
What is particularly interesting to note from the above, is that all interviewees express the same
purchase criteria. The authors had an assumption that the interviewees playing at the highest level
would have some different purchase criteria than the ones playing at a lower level. Specifically, it
was presumed that the semi-professionals had higher requirements for product specifications, yet it
showed that the functionality of the shoes were important to all players, simply because of the many
turns, jumps and sprints that you experience as a handball player, independent of the level you play.
Naturally, AF and TB (the ones playing at the highest level) were a bit more specific in mentioning
the requirements of their shoes, indicating a slightly more thoughtful approach to the purchase of
handball shoes, yet their criteria did not diverge to an extent, which makes it reasonable to suggest
completely different customer journeys based on the level at which one plays.
Also, interesting to note, is that the purchase criteria change as the journey progresses. While the
abovementioned criteria are especially important in the first phases, when the initial search for shoes
begins, some different criteria appear later in the process, when evaluating the different alternatives.
Maybe not surprisingly, the design, functionality and the brand itself comprise vital criteria when first
looking for alternatives, while these criteria become less important in the evaluation phase. In this
phase, all alternatives fulfill the above requirements as why other criteria now become important. In
specific, customer service, delivery politics, availability and price were the criteria mentioned as the
most important when evaluating the various alternatives (Appx. 3.4, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10).

5.4.4 Analysis of inspirational Sources (Jens)
Inspired by the theoretical section on the customer journey concept (section 3.5), which argued that
both channels and content are important aspects to consider when mapping the customer journey, the
interviews looked into the inspirational sources that the customers are influenced by during their
purchase process. This gave valuable information in regard to especially the channels that affect the
final purchase.
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Throughout the interviews it became evident that particularly WoM constitutes an important
‘channel’ for getting inspired for a potential purchase. All interviewees look towards their teammates
(and opponents) when training and playing games, just as they talk to each other about the products,
when someone from the team has purchased new equipment. As said by TB and MP, respectively:
“I am very inspired by the shoes my teammates play with – or opponents”, and: “It’s through my
teammates among others. There’s around 20 other players in the club, [...] and there’s often somebody
who has bought a new pair, which can be really cool - and which they recommend. That’s probably
how I get inspired” (Appx. 3.8 and Appx. 3.6). LS confirms, saying that she first of all gets inspired
when looking at other players at the handball court (Appx. 3.10). What can be extracted from these
insights is that WoM plays a significant role during both the passive phase of the customer journey
and the post-purchase phase. The customers are ‘exposed’ to inspirational sources on a continuous
basis, as each of them play one to three times a week, meaning that they are exposed also at times
when they are not necessarily looking specifically for new shoes. At the same time, these quotes show
that the customers are sharing their experiences through WoM whenever they have purchased new
equipment, insinuating that the post-purchase phase is characterized by ‘reviews’ taking place in the
physical world.
Besides the inspiration that comes from the physical world, also social media and blogs constitute
inspirational sources. JB states that he follows a few different Instagram accounts, including the
professional handball player Hans Lindberg (Appx. 3.5), while also JS says that she uses different
social media as sources of inspiration: “Because I buy a lot of it online, that’s through Facebook and
Instagram […] In general social media, where you see others using and wearing different shoes”
(Appx. 3.9). AF concurs, stating that he looks at both blogs and social media as to keep updated on
the latest news within the handball shoe category: “Of course, you look at the teammates at training
and games. To see what they are wearing. So that’s one place - in the real world, you could say.
Besides that, I follow a few blogs on the web. And then I follow Adidas on Instagram too.” (Appx.
3.4). From here, it can be inferred that also social media channels constitute an important channel for
especially the ‘passive’ phase, since the content that the customers are exposed to on social media yet
again is presented on a continuous basis, which does not necessarily happen exactly when the
customers are experiencing an actual need. However, as will be touched upon later also, the social
media channels constitute important channels also in the ‘information search’ and ‘evaluation of
alternatives’ phases, as several of the customers state that they use these channels for developing
deeper knowledge about the products also: “And then I’ll start reading more thoroughly about the
selected styles - at various blogs, social media and web sites - both at the web shops and the brands’
own sites.” (Appx. 3.4). Also, the fact that several of the customers have actively chosen to follow
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certain brands (or influencers) on social media, indicates that these channels take part in an active
and deliberate information search phase (Appx. 2.4, 2.5, 2.9, 2.10).

5.4.5 Analysis of HSHOP’s customers’ Customer Journey (Kristoffer)
Like in the internal interviews of HSHOP’s partners, the customer journey concept composed a focal
point of investigation in the external interviews. All interviewees were asked to take the authors
through their last purchase of handball shoes, as to give an initial impression of the journey on which
they embarked. Here, completely open questions were asked as to get an as unbiased picture as
possible. Later then, the answers were ‘divided’ into smaller parts, which the interviewees were asked
to elaborate on, before they were asked to complete the authors preliminary customer journey model.
The following section takes point of departure in the ‘last purchase’ but includes also the findings
from the follow-up questions and the completed preliminary customer journey model. This is to
ensure the most coherent and cohesive analysis. It has been assessed that a division of the findings
(into several separate phases) would have resulted in a more repetitive analysis, with a much less
cohesive structure.
From the thematic analysis of the interviews, it became evident that two overall types of purchases
existed. Two of the customers purchased their shoes offline, while the remaining five purchased their
shoes online. As pointed out earlier, this makes for an interesting case since different types of
purchases may equal different types of customer journeys. The following section is to examine
exactly that.
The interviews with HSHOP’s customers revealed that the primary reason for buying new shoes were
the worn-out-ness of the customers’ old handball shoes. For that reason, the majority of the customer
journeys initiated as a result of the customers being in a somewhat urgent need of new shoes. AF
specifically says: “I’m always somewhat present in the market… Not necessarily to purchase, but out
of sheer interest - there is an on-going interest for looking at news from the different brands… […] If
I realize that I need new shoes - because the old pair is starting to look worn… That’s typically the
reason why I would start searching for new styles decidedly” (Appx. 3.4). Besides highlighting the
worn-out-ness as the main trigger for starting the information search, this quote indicates that the
customer(s) also find themselves in a passive phase before the actual need recognition, where they
are open to being exposed to news-related communication efforts. This is in line with what JB states:
“[…] of course, you probably get inspired long before you go out and make the actual purchase”
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(Appx. 3.5), while also JS says that she gets exposed to shoes online, primarily on social media
channels, and that the exposure sometimes leads to a desire for new shoes, although the need is not
there urgently (Appx. 3.9).
From having recognized a need – either based on a pair of worn-out shoes or a continuous exposure
to news-related communication efforts – the customers all describe how they start searching for
information at various places. Primarily, information is gathered online, where search engines,
websites, social media channels and blogs all constitute channels that are used for learning more about
products that may cover the customers’ needs (Appx. 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10). Maybe not
too surprisingly, also offline ‘channels’, like physical stores, were used, mainly by the two customers
who purchased the shoes offline – although also a few of the ‘online-purchasers’ preferred visiting a
physical store to get a feel of the shoes (Appx. 3.8 and 3.10). The ‘offline-purchasers’ did however
also engage in information searches online at first, as why their respective search phases did not
diverge much from the ‘online-purchasers’ (Appx. 3.5 and 3.7). Also, common to most interviewees
were that they talked to teammates about new products – teammates were used both as a source of
inspiration, but also as a way of knowledge sharing, pointing towards yet a ‘physical’ channel used
in the information search (Appx. 3.4, 3.7 and 3.8). Finally, the content that was searched for
comprised visual content and product specifications, which together informed the users of whether
the products fulfilled their purchase criteria in terms of design and the products’ ‘capabilities’.
Having learned about different products that all covered the recognized need of the customers, they
started browsing the web again. Common for all is that they use the web for checking if they can find
their alternatives at a lower price, with a better service, or in other great-looking variants. As JS says:
“[…] I’m looking for where to buy the shoes, where the best price is and where the shortest delivery
is”. (Appx. 3.9). MP agrees: “If all alternatives cover my different criteria, then the price is the
decisive factor. [...] But it can also be how quickly they can be delivered. Or, if you get some bonus
points - something that ‘rewards’ you when you buy it the place you do” (Appx. 3.6). Also, JB, who
ended up purchasing his shoes in a physical store, conveys a similar behavior: “Then I went back
home to look if I could find the style at a lower price online…”, after having tried the shoes in the
physical store (Appx. 3.5). This points towards an evaluation phase, where not only the previously
described purchase criteria (design, functionality and brand-value) are assessed, but also criteria such
as price, delivery, service and availability.
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Interestingly, a consistent customer journey across purchase types presents itself – independent of
whether the shoes were purchased online or ‘offline’, the customers describe similar approaches to at
least the three first phases of their last purchase.
In the actual purchase phase, the journey naturally differs. As mentioned, two of the purchases were
carried out offline, while the remaining took place online. In this phase, the online-purchasers look
at reviews of the e-commerce site and evaluate the ease of ordering online, before making the final
purchase decision (Appx. 3.4 and 3.6). In contrast, the offline-purchasers do not specifically mention
any criteria for choosing the exact physical store they do, however, JB says that he in general prefers
the physical stores, because of a fear of having to “[…] go through the struggle of returning it” if the
shoes from an online shop does not fit (Appx. 3.5). This indicates that online shops need to be
particularly aware of specifying the exact measures and features of their shoes if to reduce the offlinepurchasers’ fear, and thereby increase these customers’ desire to purchase online.
Finally, none of the interviewees talked about any form of post-purchase behavior, as why it may be
deduced that the purchase of premium handball shoes does not include any ‘reactions’ after the
purchase is made. However, as described also earlier, the interviewees previously mentioned that
teammates were talked to at training, whenever new equipment had been bought, implying that a
post-purchase phase does indeed exist. Also, when asked more specifically about a potential postpurchase behavior, AF states that he “[…] sometimes […] go out and take a photo of the shoes when
I unpack them and then share it on Instagram” (Appx. 3.4), further substantiating the idea that an
actual post-purchase phase does exist.
As implied in the above analysis, each of the customers’ last purchase included phases, which are
consistent with the ones that the authors have included in their preliminary customer journey model,
deduced from theory. Several of the interviewees indicate that they are in a passive phase before an
actual need is recognized (reflecting the ZMOT pointed out by Lecinski). From here, all interviewees
describe an information search phase, where information is gathered primarily online, although
‘offline’ channels like physical stores and WoM are applied also. Having searched for a set of
alternatives, the interviewees start evaluating the products. This is done based on three overall
purchase criteria (design, functionality, and brand-value), while also price, delivery, service and
availability compose influencing factors. Finally, the purchase is carried out – mostly online – and a
fairly uninvolved post-purchase phase begins, characterized mainly by WoM. Interestingly, the
journeys did not differ significantly based on the purchase type – that is, online versus offline
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purchases. Naturally, the offline-purchasers went ‘offline’ to gather information also, but they spent
much time gathering information online also, just like did the online-purchasers.

5.4.6 Sub-conclusion of data findings from external interviews (Kristoffer and
Jens)
From the preceding analysis, a somewhat consistent picture of the customer journey of HSHOP’s
customers has been painted. There is no doubt that no two journeys are exactly alike, yet tendencies
have been revealed, pointing towards a fairly consistent purchase behavior. In the following, this
behavior is accounted for, providing an initial take on the customer journey as seen from the
customers’ perspective.
During the interviews, it quickly became apparent that the customer journey initiated long before the
customers had had actual contact to HSHOP. The interviewees expressed that they were attentive to
communication efforts related to handball equipment on social media and blogs, while they also kept
an eye on their teammates when playing games or at training. Here, communication (and talks) about
new shoes, designs or features took part in inspiring the interviewees on a continuous basis. However,
an actual information search most often started only on the basis of the old pair of shoes being wornout, creating a more urgent need for new shoes. In this phase, the interviewees described how online
platforms were the primary source of gathering information, although physical stores were used also
- though mainly by the two customers who purchased their shoes also ‘offline’. After the information
search, the customers implied that an evaluation of alternatives took place, characterized by online
searches, where products were compared on the basis of price, availability and delivery. The store
that had the best ‘package’ in terms of delivering the right shoes (with the right design and
functionalities), at the right price, and with the best service ended up as the ‘winning’ alternative.
Subsequently, the purchase was carried out - either online or offline - followed by a somewhat vague
post-purchase behavior, including mostly WoM at training.
Interestingly, it was found that the customer journey looked similar independent of where the
purchase took place (online versus offline). This may indicate that the many new digital touchpoints
that have followed from the digital transformation permeate today’s purchases (and journeys) to an
extent where it makes sense not only to e-commerce shops but also to physical stores to pay attention
to.
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The above phases all reflect the theoretical conceptualizations of previous consumer decision journey
views, thereby verifying what also other theorists’ have already argued. The newsworthiness
therefore lies in the coupling of the many different theoretical viewpoints, which has resulted in a
more nuanced customer journey map, arguably making the concept also more applicable in practice.

5.5 Big Data Analysis (Jens)
As described in the theoretical section (section 3.8), Big Data is useful in generating a variety of
insights about consumers’ digital behavior. In specific, Big Data may be used as to gain knowledge
about the search activities that users engage in on various websites, the search terms they use, which
type of content they find particularly attractive and the mediums through which they come.
Furthermore, navigation sequences, which show how much time the average user spends on a site,
the number of pages that (s)he visits, and the final conversation rate(s), can be used as indicators of
the phase(s) in which the user take part and the complexity of the journey in its entirety. In the
following section, Big Data from Google Analytics is examined, taking point of departure in the
metrics highlighted by Hofacker et al. (2016) in an ultimate attempt to nuance the customer journey
findings extracted from the qualitative data sets.

5.5.1 Analysis of the sources (channels) from which HSHOP’s customers come
(Jens)
As mentioned in the section on Big Data’s applicability in a consumer behavior context (section 3.6),
one of the most important aspects of today’s digitized marketing landscape, is the possibilities it
brings in terms of tracking where one’s customers come from, and how they find one’s website
(Hofacker et al. 2016: 91). By using Google Analytics, it is possible to determine which efforts are
working and which ones need revisited in this regard.
Throughout the external interviews it became evident that that the interviewees primarily used Google
to search for shoes and shops. To get a more precise picture of where HSHOPS customers come from
and what they look for, the following part will present data, revolving around the sources (media)
from which HSHOP’s customers arrive as seen from a quantitative perspective.
During the three months of peak season last year (July to September), HSHOP had 11.907 sessions
in total (sessions are defined as all visits on-site within a given time frame (Google 2018c)). Naturally,
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these sessions came from a variety of channels, ranging from Google to social media to display ads
to also others. In the following, the most significant channels (in terms of generating traffic and sales)
will be presented together with some interpretations of what the exact data implies.
The greatest source of generating traffic to HSHOP is Paid Search (that is, Google Ads) with 2.183
of the total amount of sessions (representing 31.1 percent of all traffic) at HSHOP coming from here
(Appx. 5.2). Here, the top search words, leading the users to the site, consist of ‘håndbold shop’
(handball shop), ‘håndbold sko’ (handball shoes), and ‘hshop’ - that is, generic terms within the
handball shoe category (Appx. 5.2). Arguably, this implies that users are in an information search
phase when using Google – with only little knowledge held about handball shoes in general, and with
basic search words therefore being used. It seems fair to argue that the users are not evaluating any
specific products, and that a purchase is not particularly close, since no more detailed searches are
carried out. Besides the search words highlighted above, the search term ‘Adidas Special’ is used a
lot. At first glance, this may point towards users who use Google being further in the decision process
(possessing knowledge of actual product names), yet it is maintained that most of the users who use
Google are in an information search phase – simply because the majority of the users use generic
search terms.
However, as written also previously, these are only indications, and without knowing the exact
motives behind the users’ searches, it is hard to let the data speak entirely for itself. What the data
can however point towards in this specific instance, is that the Adidas Special shoes are popular
among its key customers, as why this product (and search term) may be beneficial to include in future
content-strategies (points like these are elaborated on in more detail in section 6).
Besides informing about from where and how the users initially find HSHOP’s site, the data tells
about their behaviors when first arrived. The users who come from Google Ads in general show a
very engaging behavior, visiting 3.87 pages and spending almost three and a half minutes on the site
in average (Appx. 5.2). This again points towards users applying Google for information searches
since several pages are consulted when arriving from here. What may however counterargue this
point, is that users coming from Google Ads likewise constitute the second most profitable users
measured by channel, creating 34 percent of the total revenue during the specified period. This points
towards users being much closer to a purchase when first arriving at the site, indicating that an
information search has been carried out at this point already. While the data shows certain
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ambiguities, it nonetheless gives indications of the phases in which the users are. And although an
information search might seem far from a purchase, it seems reasonable to suggest that Google is
used for different purposes. As mentioned in the above, these are only indications – and results of the
researchers’ subjective interpretations.
Moreover, information about conversion rates give HSHOP the opportunity to allocate budgets and
determine how well their campaigns are performing in terms of generating revenue. These insights
can then help create information about which traffic source HSHOP should focus on to further
improve their revenue streams.
Looking at the traffic generated through social media (that is, Facebook and Instagram), a total of
2.009 sessions show, representing 28 percent of all of HSHOP’s sessions during peak season. These
users spend considerably lower time on-site (1.20 minutes in average) and visit also fewer pages (2.08
in average) than did the users who came from Google Ads (Appx. 5.2). This indicates that social
media comprise channels, which are (1) great for attracting people to the site, but (2) fairly unsuitable
in keeping the users’ interest. The reason for this may be that social media channels are used mainly
when the (potential) customers are in the passive phase, where they are attentive to communication
efforts, but do not have an actual need for new handball shoes. Also, it might be that social media are
used primarily as to get an overview of the many different products and ‘suppliers’ of products,
implying that some sort of evaluation is taking place. While the above insights may give indications
of a channel, which is not financially attractive to apply, one should not neglect the importance of
creating awareness since this might eventually lead to more users searching directly for HSHOP at a
later point in the decision process, however.
Direct and Organic search(es) compose the third and fourth largest channels of leading traffic to
HSHOP, representing just above 15 percent each (Appx. 5.2). In contrast, these channels are the best
performing in terms of creating conversions, making users spend time on the site and generating
revenues. Seemingly, users who type in HSHOP in the browser directly or searches for it on Google
organically, know about the organization and its products, meaning that both an information search
and evaluation of alternatives have been carried out, bringing them closer to the final purchase.
Finally, Email Referral (that is, traffic coming from referrals from external sources – hyperlinks in
mails for instance) and Display (that is, ads promoted at external sites – banners at TV2.dk for
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instance) constitute the channels, which represent the remaining 10 percent of HSHOP’s total traffic.
Due to their relatively insignificant size, they will not be included in the analysis. However, a final
note is attached to the email-part, since TK specifically argued that newsletters (through emails)
composed a source of both inspiration and information gathering during the first phases of the
customer journey. This seems disproved with data showing that only three percent comes from this
exact medium (Appx. 5.2).

5.5.2 Analysis of HSHOP’s customers’ search activities (Jens)
When entering HSHOP’s website, a tool for making specific searches is available. From Google
Analytics, it was found that 8.1 percent of all visitors apply the search function, indicating that
approximately every tenth user have a somewhat clear idea of what they are looking for (Appx. 5.3).
The amount of time that visitors subsequently spend on the pages, resulting from the search query, is
4 minutes and 55 seconds in average (Appx. 5.3). Arguably, this implies that users who apply the
search function are in an information search- or evaluation phase, where information needs to be
gathered about certain products. And with the majority of the searches being for either specific shoeor brand names, it seems most likely that the primary phase in which they are is the evaluation of
alternatives (Appx. 5.3). By searching for specific brand- or shoe names, users need a certain degree
of knowledge about the existing products within the category, pointing towards an information
search, which has been carried out previously (Appx. 5.3).
Having used the search function, the average number of pages that the visitors view is 2.35 pages
(Appx. 5.3). This again may point towards HSHOP being used in an evaluation phase, where not only
the product that was searched for is read about, but also one to two other products – or, alternatively,
that users use the clicks for moving straight to the shopping basket. It may however also indicate, that
the product information from the first product page was insufficient, causing the user to jump back
into an information search phase, where research needs carried out about also other products.
The remaining 91.9 percent of HSHOP’s visitors do not use the search function. Rather, these
customers navigate through the site in a more sporadic manner, giving the impression that they are
not as considerate in their search, ultimately leading to the presumption that they are a tad further
away from a purchase decision. The specific navigation sequences of these users are touched upon in
more detail in the following section, where Google Analytics’ User Flow is examined.
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Important to note before continuing however, is that the above analysis obviously consists primarily
of assumptions, since Big Data cannot reveal anything about the motives driving the users. What the
data does show however, is that the journey in itself is complex, and that the purchase of premium
handball shoes necessitates a somewhat extensive involvement, since users clearly spend much time
assessing different product pages.

5.5.3 Analysis of HSHOP’s customers’ navigation sequences (Kristoffer)
While the above analysis crunches and interprets numbers in an attempt to better understand
HSHOP’s (potential) customers’ digital behaviors, the following provides a more visual-oriented
approach to mapping those behaviors. In specific, point of departure is taken in the User Flow
Interface provided by Google Analytics, which consists of a graphic display of the traffic that runs
through a website.
This tool is especially helpful in identifying traffic patterns, high traffic pages and high drop off pages
(that is, bounce rates), which in turn may be used to identify what content is particularly attractive to
the users. The interface illustrates the first three interactions that users engage in when landing on a
website, giving not only clear indications of what they are looking for, but also whether the content
they find is sufficient or if other interactions need taken. A useful way of thinking about the User
Flow and what it illustrates is by thinking of a website like a city. In a city, there are roads that run
through it. Some roads are highly popular, while others are rarely used. The User Flow informs you
of the roads (that is, pages) that are particularly popular, where those roads lead users next, and when
the users end up at roads that do not satisfy the users. This information may then be used to better
understand the users’ journey, as it gives you indications of what their journeys actually look like.
In the below, a picture that shows the overall flow of HSHOP’s users is included, while more detailed
pictures of the User Flow have been attached in appendix 5.4.
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Figure 5.2. Source: Google Analytics. User Flow Visualization

Important to note, is that the above User Flow includes data from all Danish visitors at HSHOP and
not just the key customer segment, consisting of people in the age between 25 and 34. The reason for
this is that it has not been possible to specify the segment at which you look in an age-defined manner.
It is argued that the overall User Flow at HSHOP’s site might still give some valuable indications of
the journey on which their customers are, justifying the inclusion of the interface.
From the above picture, it can be seen that the majority of HSHOP’s users initiate their navigations
at HSHOP at HSHOP’s homepage (depicted by means of a ‘/’-sign). Naturally, most traffic from both
search engines like Google and social media channels is directed to a homepage, just like direct
searches send users to the frontpage of a site, as why it makes sense that this is the very starting point
for most users. From the homepage, almost half of the users bounce (that is, leave the site), while the
remaining half continues their navigations on the site. In specific, 46.000 sessions begin at the
homepage of which a little more than 23.000 are continued. The somewhat high bounce rate may
indicate that users have preferences for other shops – and that users are ‘bouncing’ between different
sites during their decision journey – it might however also be non-intended clicks, and hence, an
insignificant drop-out-rate. The reasons can be many – and the above suggestions include therefore
just a few potential ones.
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For the ones continuing on-site, the first interaction of most users is comprised by a move to the
‘handball shoes for men’ section, indicating that a lot of the users visit the page as to search for new
handball shoes. Other first interactions include the move to specific handball shoes pages – adidascrazyflight-2017-hvid-gra-handboldsko or hummel-hybrid-pro-limited-edition, for instance (Appx.
5.4) - indicating a more considered visit, with the user searching for a specific pair of shoes.
From the ‘handball shoes for men’ section, the users’ second interaction is mainly represented by
clicks on actual products. Different shoe names like adidas-crazyflight-x-w-2017, adidas-harden-vol1 and adidas-stabil-boost-2 compose the most looked at styles, and the users in average spend 1
minute and 6 seconds at each (Appx. 5.4). This implies that the purpose of the users’ visits is to gain
knowledge about products, pointing towards the website being used in an information search phase.
Likewise, such data may give HSHOP indications of which products are particularly interesting to
their users, letting them make more informed decisions, when deciding on what products to highlight
in future content-strategies. Having started the information search, the third interaction is most often
characterized by the users either going back to the overall ‘handball shoes for men’ section or moving
directly to other product pages (Appx. 5.4). This again points toward users needing (additional)
information since they do not proceed directly to the shopping cart. It is assumed that the move to
other product pages may also mean that users are using the site not only for searching product
information, but also for evaluating alternatives. And while this may resemble a somewhat linear
journey, where the user moves straight from the information search to an evaluation of alternatives,
it was found that some third interactions (5.88 %) include a move directly to the shopping cart,
reflecting a journey, which is much less linear (Appx. 5.4). Here indications are, that users move
either straight from an information search phase to a purchase, or that users have been carrying out
information searches and evaluations at also other places before returning to HSHOP to make the
purchase. This illustrates the complexity of the journey and the circularity that has followed from the
development of the many new digital touchpoints, making it both easier and harder to track the users’
behavior.
As evident from the above, the three interactions can arguably give indications of which phase(s) the
customers navigate in and through when visiting one’s site. They can likewise provide indications of
which content the users find most appealing, as it is possible to see the bounce rate for each specific
session, enabling one to make a comparison of various sites in order to understand whether it is the
products themselves or the content on-site that makes the user leave.
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However, while it is definitely useful to understand the users’ navigations on-site, the User Flow does
not provide any information about from where the users come or to where they go. Neither does it
tell anything about the motives behind the users’ navigation sequences, as why much of it becomes a
matter of interpretation. What the User Flow does show, is that the customer journey is a complex
matter. As presented in the theoretical section, previous views have argued that the decision journey
was a linear process with users moving hierarchal from one phase to the other. This seems disproved
by looking at the complexity and circularity of the users’ behaviors stemming from data findings,
showing that users often move from a specific search to a broader information search and back again
to a more specific search – before potentially leaving the site, as to (assumedly) do more research at
other places, or moving straight to a purchase phase.
Besides giving indications of the complexity of the customer journey, the User Flow too provides
insights about the pages that the users find the most attractive, and therefore, spend the most time at.
Such insights may in turn be used to highlight those specific pages in the content that is pushed either
through social media channels or paid searches (the mediums through which most of HSHOP’s traffic
were driven from). Also, it may be argued that placing the products that are the most attractive at the
front page (where most users initiate their information search – and or evaluation of alternatives) may
result in some users needing less time for finding the ‘right’ product, ultimately shortening the entire
customer journey. These (and similar) thoughts are to be unfolded in much more detail in section 6,
which discusses how the findings can be used in practice.

5.5.4 Big Data Analysis sub-conclusion (Kristoffer and Jens)
The above analysis has examined Big Data stemming from the web analytics service, Google
Analytics, in an attempt to nuance the findings extracted from the qualitative interviews. In specific,
the purpose has been to explore the customer journey of HSHOP’s customers more thoroughly,
ultimately leading to a more applicable framework for understanding their key customers and how to
target them.
While it is not possible to deduce exactly the journey that customers embark on solely by means of
Big Data, the analysis has provided insights and indications of what it does indeed look like in
practice. In specific, the analysis has provided an understanding of the (1) complexity of the journey,
and (2) the channels and content, which appeals (especially strongly) to the customers.
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First, it has been found that users of HSHOP use the site for different purposes. Around 10 percent
of the users apply the specific search function at the site, where the majority then searches for specific
shoe- or brand names. The time that the users subsequently spend at any of the resulting search pages
is in average just under five minutes. This gives indications of users being in an evaluation phase,
where extensive information is gathered about certain products. Arguably, the searches for specific
styles necessitate fundamental knowledge about the handball shoe category, making it seem unlikely
that no prior information search has been carried out. However, with approximately 90 % of the users
not using the search function, starting at the front page instead - from which navigation sequences
show that users jump back and forth between different product pages - indications are given towards
users also using the site for the information search phase. Assumedly, users with no clear idea of
which products to look for are in a state where the market in itself needs browsed.
Further, the navigation sequences showed that users may jump from specific searches (when first
landing at HSHOP’s site) to more generic searches, reflecting the complexity of the journey in
general. Such searches point towards the more fluid ‘structure’ of today’s customer journey, where
users can easily move from being in an evaluation phase to an information phase, extending the
entirety of the customer journey.
Second, the analysis has created insights about the channels and content, which attract the customers
in particular. It was found that most of the traffic at HSHOP’s site stems from Paid Search (that is,
Google Ads). Here, the most often used search words included ‘håndbold’ (handball), ‘håndbold
shop’ (handball shop), ‘håndbold sko’ (handball shoes) and ‘hshop’, giving indications of users using
Google for especially the information phase, where general knowledge needs gained about (potential)
shoes and shops that can cover their needs. Moreover, the number of pages visited after being led
from Google to HSHOP (3.85 pages) show that users are navigating through a series of products,
further substantiating the idea that they are browsing the market on a more overall level.
The second largest channel for generating traffic to HSHOP’s website was social channels (that is,
Facebook). Interestingly, it was found that users coming from Facebook in average spend ‘only’ 1.20
minutes and visit ‘only’ 2.08 pages, implying that this medium directs a less ‘serious’ user to the site.
With the user leaving the site much quicker than those coming from Google for instance, it seems
fair to suggest that these users are not as far in the purchase process as are the others. This hints
towards Facebook being especially good for creating attention and awareness (and through that,
traffic to the site), but less good for keeping the users’ interest. The reason for this may arguably be
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that the users are in a passive phase, where the need is not as pronounced as when the users
specifically search for products through Google.
Naturally, the users arriving from Organic Search (that is, non-paid Google search results) and Direct
(that is, users who directly type in HSHOP in the browser) spend the highest time on site, while they
too are the ones with the highest conversion rates. This seems natural since these users have
proactively looked for HSHOP - implying that an information- and evaluation phase have been
carried out already. Finally, emails (in this case, newsletters) constitute only a minor traffic-generator,
seemingly contradicting what was otherwise found in the internal interviews with HSHOP’s partners.
Here, TK argued that newsletters comprised an important source of inspiration and information
gathering for (potential) customers.
In the section to come, the findings from the external interviews with HSHOP’s customers are to be
juxtaposed with the findings presented from the Big Data analysis. This is to lead to a final customer
journey map for the customers of HSHOP, taking into account both qualitative and quantitative
insights.

5.6 Final Customer Journey Map (Kristoffer and Jens)
Based on the analyses of the external interviews of HSHOP’s customers and the Big Data available
from Google Analytics, the following section is to present a synthesized and final version of
HSHOP’s customers’ customer journey. It was found that the customers place a rather substantial
level of involvement in their purchase(s) just as it was found that they journey through a series of
phases before conducting a purchase. For that reason, the model presented reflects (and verifies) the
phases that also previous theories have suggested. In terms of making the model more nuanced and
applicable, different layers have been attached and completed, arguably making the model easier to
apply in practice. In contrast to the preliminary Customer Journey proposed in the theoretical section,
the final version includes a layer, which has been labeled ‘purchase criteria’, as it was found in the
interviews that these have an important influence on the customers’ final purchase decision. Also, the
final model suggests a more fragmented structure than did the preliminary version, reflecting the
complexity of the journey that has followed from the digital transformation. Below, the final
Customer Journey is depicted.
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Figure 5.3. Source: Authors’ own illustration. Final Customer Journey Map

The above model illustrates how customers most often find themselves in a passive phase, before
recognizing an actual need. During this phase, they are receptive to especially visually appealing
communication, stemming from both social media channels, blogs and teammates (WoM). And while
this content may at times trigger a need for new shoes, the need recognition phase typically emerges
first when the customers’ old handball shoes are worn out and a new season kicks in. This initiates
an information search, where search engines (Google in specific), websites (like HSHOP’s), social
media channels, blogs, teammates and physical stores are consulted. From both the Big Data- and
qualitative data sets, it was found that product specifications (and product information) are especially
important here, with users spending much time doing proper research on different (potential)
alternatives. During the initial information search, the customers look for products, which live up to
certain requirements in terms of (1) design, (2) functionality and (3) the brand name. Having
discovered products that all live up to these exact criteria, the customers then start evaluating the
potential purchase on yet a distinct set of criteria. In the evaluation phase, the customers now value
aspects like (1) delivery, (2) price, (3) availability and (4) ‘rewards’. In general, research is carried
out, looking into the terms and conditions of a purchase, primarily at websites, web shops and through
search engines (Google). And while some customers move directly to a purchase decision from here,
others jump back into an information search, including more elaborate searches on websites and web
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shops. This points towards organizations needing to have not only the ‘right’ products and terms and
conditions, but also being able to communicate them effectively. If done right, the customer moves
to the purchase phase, where the majority of purchases take place online. At this point, the customer
has evaluated the products and the shop (either physical or e-commerce shop), as why no more criteria
need assessed. Finally, a somewhat ‘vague’ post-purchase behavior is carried out, including mostly
physical talks (WoM) at trainings and a limited social media presence. Arguably, other customers’
post-purchase behavior constitutes an important factor during the decision process however, since
reviews of both products and shops are used as a means of evaluating one’s alternatives. That means
that HSHOP can benefit greatly from making their customers’ post-purchase behavior more
prevalent, helping potential new customers make the ‘right’ decision.
As may be noticed, the final customer journey map does not include a Big Data layer, as otherwise
proposed in the preliminary journey. The reason being, that this layer was incorporated mainly as to
illustrate the various ways of looking at Big Data during a decision process. While this is still
considered relevant, this thesis looked into data only from Google Analytics, making it difficult to
complete the layer in any nuanced manner. For now, it would be possible to integrate only the
different functions available from Google Analytics into the different phases, but since the analytics
service industry comprise many more analytics tool, it would result in a layer, which does not reflect
its actual complexity. Moreover, the data layer was incorporated by the researchers as to obtain a
clear overview of the various sorts of data, which HSHOP was in possession of, making it easier to
approach the (at that time) pending Big Data analysis.
Finally, worth mentioning, is that the above findings have been possible to reach only through the
combination of applying both qualitative and quantitative data. Whereas the qualitative findings
produced fundamental knowledge about the customer journey, the quantitative data enabled the
researchers to nuance certain of those findings, ultimately providing a final applicable framework.
Arguably, neither findings from the qualitative data sets nor the quantitative data would have allowed
the researchers to develop the above framework had they been presented on their own.
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6 Implementation of findings in the specific case of HSHOP
(Jens)
First, and as argued also previously, HSHOP’s collection and utilization of Big Data has been limited.
Although TK’s initial statements pointed towards a strong use of data in the organization, it was found
that data plays only a minor role in its way of doing business. The following is to reflect upon the
potential that lies within data utilization for HSHOP in specific, as this is considered an important
part of making also the Customer Journey Map more applicable, as was (partly) the purpose of the
thesis.
In the initial analyses of HSHOP’s key customer segment(s), discrepancies were found between what
HSHOP’s partners and the data from Google Analytics suggested, respectively. This entailed some
critical implications for the subsequent sections of the thesis, and it therefore seems reasonable to
initiate this discussion with a few comments on how to potentially avoid future pitfalls in regard to
who needs actually mapped.
It was found that Big Data constitutes an appropriate means of getting to know one’s key customer
segments, yet it necessitates the organization to use data actively. By looking at and clustering data,
which (presumably) lies within HSHOP already (that is, delivery addresses, emails and transactional
data), the organization is enabled to develop much more precise customer segments, which in turn
will let them be much sharper on how to communicate to them. As stated in both the theoretical- and
analytical sections, it makes little sense to create a customer journey map if you do not do it for the
customers that are the most important to you. For that reason, it seems fair to suggest a more dataoriented way of looking at customers in HSHOP, moving them from making customer segments
based on gut-feelings to making customer segments based on purchase- usage- and spending habits,
as was recommended also by Solomon (2018) in the theoretical section 3.2.
It needs stressed however, that the data that HSHOP has at hand is only as strong as are the people
who interpret it, as why human insights should not be neglected in the overall assessment. Also, it
may be argued that significant differences may be found between the ‘best performing’-segments (as
seen from a financial perspective) and the ‘ideal’ segments (as seen from an organization’s ‘desired
key customers’ perspective), again pointing towards the need for always coupling data insights with
the humans’ ditto. With such combination of insights, it is argued that HSHOP is able to develop
more in-depth knowledge about the customers it wants to target, ultimately making it easier to
understand their journeys and hence adapt the communication efforts to the various phases that each
of the individual customers move through. Moreover, a combination of insights will enable HSHOP
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to scale their targeting, as a more considerate data-utilization will enable the organization to build
also look-a-like audiences (that is, audiences that look similar to the customers that HSHOP finds the
most attractive), based on Data Management Platform algorithms (Deloitte 2017). By feeding a Data
Management Platform with detailed insights about HSHOP’s most attractive customers, it can be
used in creating new segments, which are more likely to be relevant than if the segments were based
only on qualitative (or subjective) findings (ibid.).
When looking specifically at the findings generated through the analytical sections, HSHOP may
benefit from both the qualitative and quantitative findings in several different ways. In specific, it
was found that the (potential) customers typically find themselves in a passive phase, where
especially social media is used for gathering inspiration before a potential need arises. Using in-depth
knowledge about the customers’ key purchase criteria in combination with the bounce-rate insights
gained through Google Analytics, HSHOP may set up specific (re-targeting) campaigns, which target
the users who have showed interest (by visiting the site previously), but who bounced (left the side)
immediately after – ideally with content that fits their exact needs in that phase (that is, visually
appealing content ideally presented by an influential influencer). Likewise, using insights about
which pages the customers have visited (and spent the most time at) in an information search, renders
possible the targeting of these exact users with similar products (that is, product ‘recommendations’)
or specific facts about the products that have already been visited, taking into account the criteria the
customers attach the most importance to (in this case, design, functionality and the brand itself). For
the evaluation of alternatives part, HSHOP may use Big Data as to first identify when the customers
are in an evaluation phase, and the products they are (assumedly) evaluating, and subsequently use
this information for targeting the users with content that takes into account also the ‘new’ decision
criteria (that is, terms of purchase conditions) for instance (Deloitte 2017). It is deemed important to
target the users in the evaluation phase wisely, since these users often look towards other sites,
comparing shoes, prices and general purchase terms- and conditions, for which reason content needs
to be relevant, highlighting the exact aspects that the users are in need of knowing. This way, HSHOP
may be able to expose the users who did not convert at their first, second or even third visit with
communication that is (more) likely to bring them back than if exposing them to communication
based solely on subjective ideas. Finally, insights gained from the qualitative interviews may be
combined with Big Data in finding the ‘right’ channels. It was found that some customers are inspired
when larger tournaments are played (World Handball Championships, European Handball
Championships and the like (Appx. 2.8)), making it reasonable to suggest the use of for instance geosegmenting, where potential customers (as spectators) are exposed to relevant products.
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In practice, the above reflections require that HSHOP implements pixels on the users visiting
HSHOP’s site, making it possible for them to re-target the users (Deloitte 2017). Such implementation
also enables HSHOP to track the users’ journey in much greater detail, as it allows for the
organization to see also the users’ behaviors before and after leaving HSHOP’s site. Ultimately, such
use may then compensate for the lack of insights that is currently presented from Google Analytics,
where it is possible to determine only in part what their customers’ journey look like.
In sum, Big Data allows HSHOP to keep track of which content and channels that are ‘performing’
the best (by looking at conversion rates, time-on-site, bounce-rates and navigation-sequences) as to
constantly revise and optimize the content and channels that are used, and in that way, develop deeper
understandings of their customers and the journeys they embark on. By continuously looking into
and interpreting Big Data, insights may be extracted, feeding into the general understanding of
HSHOP’s customers, which in turn may assist the organization in always keeping its business
relevant to its key customers.

7 Discussion (Kristoffer)
In today’s digitalized world, brands are faced with increasingly complex consumer behaviors, as
consumers themselves decide which information to access, create and share. Non-linear information
consumption and multi-channel shopping have become the norm, ultimately changing the consumer
decision processes. And as argued by Wolny and Charoensuksai, this new norm makes up a journey,
which “[…] arguably needs to be mapped to be understood.” (2014: 317). However, while it is
definitely critical to organizations to be able to map their key customer segments’ journey, it has
proved hard to do in practice. Firstly, because existing theory within the field is often either too simple
or too abstract to apply in real business settings, and secondly, because Big Data, which is deemed
incredibly useful in generating insights about consumers’ behaviors, is simply too complex a field to
approach for the marketing practitioner. The Marketing Science Institute (MSI) has specifically called
for new approaches to be developed, looking at the changing consumer decision processes by means
of Big Data marketing (MSI 2016: 8-13). With these considerations as the main motivation(s), this
thesis set out to explore how Big Data analytics in combination with human insights can be applied
in developing a more nuanced and applicable customer journey.
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The thesis has taken a pragmatic stance, arguing that the most important determinant of its
ontological- and epistemological choices has been the research question(s). This has allowed the
thesis to adopt a mixed methods approach, where both qualitative- and quantitative data have been
looked into. Bearing in mind the problem statement of the thesis, which by definition revolves around
both qualitative and quantitative data, this approach has been considered useful.
In line with the ontological- and epistemological positions, the thesis’ intention has not been to
develop a universal, conclusive journey, applicable to all organizations and in all contexts. Rather it
has been to examine how Big Data can be used in developing more nuanced and applicable journeys
for specific instances. This has likewise been considered appropriate, since no two journeys are
completely alike.
The combination of the deductive and inductive approaches, which meant that point of departure was
taken in existing theories, building upon what was already known, followed then by ‘observations’,
has been considered useful too. The deductive approach has enabled the researchers to extend the
theoretical field in which they worked, rather than (potentially) covering the same ground as also
others have done, whereas the inductive approach has led the researchers extend the existing
frameworks with new insights.
By building a preliminary customer journey, (1) based on theory and subsequently (2) qualitative
interviews with both the partners and customers of HSHOP, the researchers have been able to make
informed decisions in terms of what Big Data to look into. Had the researchers not consulted existing
theories and conducted the qualitative interviews before looking into the Big Data, they would have
arguably had a harder time interpreting the data, as they would not have known the exact phases the
customers navigate through, the criteria they assess, the channels they use and the content they look
for. On the other hand, it may be argued that by taking a deductive approach, the researchers have
become biased in terms of believing that certain phases exist in a decision process before even talking
to the actual customers. This potential bias was however sought neutralized by asking the customers
to take the researchers through their last purchase, letting them themselves reveal the (potential)
phases they typically pass during a purchase decision.
While the deductive approach proved particularly valuable in informing the researchers’ semistructured interview guides, the inductive approach proved valuable in providing insights, which led
the researchers gain more thorough understandings of how to answer the two research questions of
the thesis. The consolidations of existent theoretical contributions within the field and the
development of one single framework, which incorporates the most significant aspects from each,
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enabled the researchers to deduce many of the layers, making up a ‘nuanced and applicable customer
journey’ as was the first research question. However, only with the findings from also the qualitative
interviews and the quantitative data sets, were the researchers able to add the ‘purchase criteria’, the
‘triggers’ and the ‘fragmentations’ to the journey, ultimately resulting in a more complete overview.

7.1 Implications of the findings in relation to the customer journey
concept (Kristoffer)
From the consolidation of existent theories within the field and the analyses of both qualitative- and
quantitative data sets, the thesis has developed a customer journey, which takes into account today’s
fragmented consumer behaviors by incorporating a variety of layers, including triggers, phases, key
customers, channels, purchase criteria, content and devices. The majority of the layers have been
discussed by other theorists, however no one has previously included all aspects in one single
framework. Arguably, it is the interplay between all the different elements that makes the model both
more nuanced and applicable, as it allows for organizations to see, which kind of communication they
need to deliver at different times and at different places during the customers’ purchase process.
Without knowing the channels and devices that one’s customers use (in this case, HSHOP’s), the
organization risks targeting the customers at the wrong place. Likewise, without knowing the criteria
and content that the customers attach especial importance to, the organization risks creating
communication, which emphasizes the wrong features of its products. Finally, without
acknowledging the fragmented behaviors of today’s customers, the organization risks developing
irrelevant communication. Whereas previous theories have highlighted a circular nature of the
customer journey, this model highlights a much more fragmented structure, suggesting that phases at
times may be both skipped and repeated in various sequences. If acknowledging this, the organization
is better off in utilizing its Big Data insights also.
The coming reflections have been divided into two parts, where the first part considers the potential
of the findings in the specific case of HSHOP, and the second part, the potential of the findings as
seen from a more general perspective.

7.1.1 Implications of the findings in the specific case of HSHOP (Kristoffer)
In the specific case of HSHOP, value has arguably been provided to the organization in the sense that
a more elaborate understanding of its customers and their journey towards reaching purchase
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decisions has been gained. The customers’ behaviors have been mapped, showing how different
triggers initiate the customer journey, and how information is subsequently gathered at different
places, with different purposes in mind. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated how different criteria
emerge in the evaluation phase as compared to the information search phase, letting HSHOP be
sharper on what content to highlight, dependent on the phase in which their customers are. In this
regard, it has too been illustrated how HSHOP in practice can identify the phase(s) in which their
customers are by means of data from Google Analytics. Finally, knowledge about HSHOP’s
customers’ purchase habits has been developed through both interviews and Big Data, providing an
understanding of how to allocate budgets best. In this specific case, it was found that the purchases
take place primarily online, where paid- and organic searches in particular are what generate sales.
It may be discussed whether the reason for this is that those channels are indeed particularly good at
convincing customers to make a purchase, or if the higher conversion rates are a result of other
channels having carried out the preparatory work of attracting and building trust among the key
customers. As an example, it has been demonstrated how social media channels are particularly good
at generating awareness and it may therefore be questioned if the users that have been directed from
Google would have been aware of HSHOP’s existence if it was not for the organization’s presence
at social networks. Hence, while the initial findings point towards money potentially being spend best
on Google Ads and SEO (that is, Search Engine Optimization), which makes HSHOP rank higher on
Google during organic searches, it needs considered whether it is indeed these channels that generate
sales or if it is just as much the channels used in generating initial awareness. Yet again, these points
highlight the importance of always looking at the customer journey in its entirety, while also including
both insights from qualitative and quantitative data.

7.1.2 Implications of the findings on a general level (Kristoffer)
Overall, the findings of the thesis point towards the use of Big Data and human insights as a beneficial
way of getting to know one’s customers. While qualitative insights can provide in-depth knowledge
about customers, Big Data provides a more easily representable picture, just as Big Data can provide
more ‘detailed’ insights about behaviors. Presumably, knowledge about how long users spend on
certain product pages, their exact navigation sequences, and the sources (channels) from which they
come, can be hard to generate solely by means of interviews, as such insights go beyond what humans
themselves normally keep track of. Such insights are however critical if to create a complete overview
of one’s customers’ behaviors.
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It was found that Big Data proves especially useful in generating ‘un-biased’ findings also, since the
data ‘collection’ does not disturb the respondents by interacting with them during the research.
Rather, the data depicts the customers’ natural and unperturbed behaviors. However, while the data
might not be biased itself, one needs to be aware of the bias that potentially follows from the selection
of the data. The researchers of this thesis have selected the data on the basis of Hofacker et al.’s
(2016) recommendations in terms of getting to know one’s customers’ journey, yet it may be argued
that the researchers could have selected and interpreted the data differently. For instance, one may
question the selection of a User Flow analysis, as this was based on all of HSHOP’s users and not
just the specified segment at which the thesis looks. And although this selection was justified for, it
makes a great example of the potential bias that may follow from the researchers’ choices. Another
type of bias that one needs to be aware of when analyzing (structured) Big Data, is that the data is
based on algorithms, which one as a researcher has no influence on. In this case, Big Data from
Google Analytics was used, meaning that the data to some extent may be biased by Google’s intents.
With Google being a multinational technology company, specialized in IT- and software services,
which sells online advertising (among many others), there is no doubt that the organization makes
calculated and advanced algorithms, which in the end is to benefit the organization itself also. For
that reason, it needs stressed that such Big Data may not necessarily reveal a perfectly objective
picture, but rather a variation of nuances, dependent on the exact data, which is looked into. As the
purpose of this thesis was to apply Big Data in creating more nuanced customer journeys, Google
Analytics has been considered appropriate after all.
Important to note also, is that Big Data has not been capable of showing the Customer Journey in its
entirety for this thesis. And while this is most likely a result of the researchers looking into only data
from Google Analytics, it nonetheless bears important considerations. With the data showing only
smaller fragments of the customers’ behavior, it may be discussed exactly how nuanced a picture it
helps create. Arguably, a better fit between qualitative and quantitative methods would have been
provided, if the researchers had been able to use a Big Data Analytics tool, capable of mapping the
entire journey. However, again, as the purpose of the thesis was to examine how Big Data can be
applied in nuancing the customer journey, Google Analytics has been deemed a satisfactory service
for gaining data insights. What needs stressed, is that data from Google Analytics should not be
presented alone but needs coupled with also other insights if to develop a complete overview. In
specific, other approaches could have included Big Data Analytic tools for scraping and crawling
social media sites for instance, tapping into the customers’ ‘talks’ on social media in an attempt to
learn more about potential need recognition phases (criticism on FB or IG for instance), post-purchase
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behavior (reviews, shares, comments or the like on FB or IG for instance) and or triggers and purchase
criteria (topics of discussion and specific word usage).
In terms of the thesis’ generalizability, the authors acknowledge that the findings cannot be
generalized, owing to the nature of the study. With the thesis taking point of departure in a case study,
it does not allow for broader generalizations, making the findings primarily prepare the ground for
further research into the field of exploring Big Data in a customer journey context. With 10 interviews
in total, and 11.907 ‘respondents’ from Google Analytics, the findings arguably show a rather
nuanced picture of the customers of HSHOP, yet they do not necessarily reflect the customer journey
of other types of customers and purchases. It may be argued that customers of other sports equipment
suppliers are likely to behave in similar manners, yet this is far from certain, taking into consideration
the increasingly individualized nature of today’s consumer behavior. To organizations operating in
different industries than the sports equipment, it may be that the phases that their customers go
through differ significantly also. Assumedly, B2B businesses need to take into account a much longer
customer journey, since decisions typically involve more price-heavy purchases and therefore also
several decision makers. This in turn may result in an extended customer journey, including several
additional phases. However, it is argued that the layers, which have been implemented are useful to
also other industries (including B2B-industry businesses), as they render possible a detailed mapping
of customer behavior, independent of the purchase type. For that reason, it is argued that the customer
journey framework is generalizable as long as it is adapted to the specific business for which it is
used.

7.2 Big Data’s use in the marketing landscape in the future (Jens)
The above analyses and discussions have reflected upon Big Data’s use in today’s digitalized
marketing landscape. And while these reflections definitely commend the use of Big Data in
organizations’ future marketing efforts, questions arise when discussing the degree to which it should
be used. The following section nuances the discussion about Big Data’s usefulness and provides some
important considerations concerning its spot in the future: Will it prevail, or will it collapse in
confusion, rules, limits and technical difficulties?
There seems to be no doubt that Big Data can prove helpful in generating insights, which allow
organizations to build much more individualized communication that ultimately provides customers
with better brand experiences. And there seems to be no doubt either that better brand experiences
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are critical in today’s marketing landscape, where more and more consumers are becoming
increasingly demanding and critical towards brands. Over the past years, the world has witnessed an
intensified use of ad-blocking software and an increasing number of ‘shitstorms’ taking place on
social media. In specific, it has been reported that 615 million devices were blocking ads worldwide
at the end of 2016, showing a year-on-year usage-growth of 17 percent alone on desktops (Business
Insider 2017). Deloitte (2018) speaks about an ‘adlergic’ epidemic, describing a population, which is
tired of being (over)exposed to ads and who wants to be in much more control of what they are being
exposed to. Similar reasons are what drive many of today’s social media shitstorms, where
organizations’ communication is simply not used wisely enough.
On the one hand, this development highlights the importance of using Big Data as to adapt
communication efforts all the way down to the individual’s level, ensuring that every single message
is intriguing to the targeted audience(s). On the other hand, this development suggests that consumers
are ‘satiated’ and prefer not being exposed to ads at all. And while this may not be very uplifting
news for the marketing practitioner, it reflects a complex reality, which needs to be taken seriously.
It is from this reality too, that phenomena like cultural marketing, cultural narratives and storytelling
have emerged. Whereas modern marketing efforts are oftentimes based on consumer behavior, partly
illuminated by means of Big Data, cultural marketing looks towards cultures and seeks to explore the
cultural factors that stimulate and change consumer behaviors. Thus, cultural marketing constitutes
an approach, which looks at movements in the population that enables one to potentially forecast
consumer attitudes and hence get at the forefront of what needs communicated, rather than simply
responding to the current needs and wants of the consumers. Storytelling comprises a somewhat
similar phenomenon, encouraging organizations to tell compelling brand stories that influences its
customers. More than ever, consumers want to invest in a brand’s identity rather than its fast-salesadvertising (Digital Marketing Institute 2018), making it seem fair to question the use of for instance
re-targeting strategies as proposed earlier. Obviously, things are not as black and white though.
Organizations can benefit greatly from incorporating Big Data into their marketing mixes, and retargeting strategies (as an example) are still a great way of targeting users with individualized and
relevant content. However, the recent developments point towards the need for organizations to be
smart in developing communication efforts since they cannot rely simply on ‘fast-sales-tactics’ driven
by data-marketing. Rather, organizations need to combine such insights with approaches that tap into
the more general cultural behaviors of a nation, letting them build stories that speak to the hearts of
the consumers. In relation to the customer journey map specifically, this is arguably an important part
of making one relevant in the various phases also. Without taking into account the cultural tendencies
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that surround one, it is hard to create a holistic overview of the content, channels and devices that
need applied along the different phases of the journey.
In sum then, a customer journey map composes a great tool for understanding one’s customers, yet it
needs to take into account more than what Big Data in itself can reveal. If combined rightfully, Big
Data and human insights can enrichen one’s understanding of what needs communicated, where it
needs communicated and at what time(s) it needs communicated.

7.3 Ethical considerations when applying Big Data (Jens)
There is no doubt that Big Data provides organizations with great opportunities in terms of developing
insights about (potential) customers and their behaviors. However, there is no doubt either that these
opportunities pose major ethical challenges too. As mentioned in the theoretical section 3.8.1, Big
Data is constantly produced (through (1) transactional data, (2) machine data – including data from
industrial equipment, sensors and web logs, and (3) social data, stemming from social media sites
like Facebook, Twitter and YouTube), and the use of it is ever-increasing. And while this is definitely
positive in the sense that organizations are enabled to target their audiences with much more relevant
content, tailored to the individual’s specific needs, it poses significant implications in terms of
crossing the personal boundaries of those individuals too. The reason being, that the prerequisites of
being targeted with more relevant communication efforts, is that one’s behavior is being monitored
pretty much at all times and at all places, and oftentimes to an extent that surpasses one’s own
understanding. In the future, organizations need therefore to carefully reflect on how they approach
sensitive and personal data, and how the growing reliance on computers and algorithms (such as
artificial intelligence, machine learning and deep learning) influences the protection and handling of
these data insights at a time where human involvement is reduced. Without human involvement, one
might question whether or not human ethics will be included in the ways of working with data to a
satisfactory degree, taking into account and respecting issues of fairness, security, potential
manipulation and human rights. Much of the data that is collected today are being used in nontransparent ways to users, meaning that users do not know where the data goes or what it is being
used for. Further, the data that is being collected may be combined with other types of data and
analyzed based upon behaviors, which might not reveal users’ true intentions.
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Finally, a last important aspect to consider is whether or not it is ‘fair’ that major companies like
Google, Amazon and Facebook, whom are extremely reliant on data, also control most of what is
indeed accessible. As data becomes more valuable for both individuals and companies, it can be
discussed how it may be that just a few big tech companies are allowed to possess such large amounts
of the data. Arguably, knowing so much about consumers, creates a risk of a somewhat ‘closed’
society, where large corporations can profit from their data, while smaller organizations become
"excluded" from critical insights.
All of this is especially relevant to reflect upon in today’s marketing landscape – especially at times
where the Facebook Cambridge Analytica scandal is still dewy and the consequences of it still being
investigated. Likewise, the new legislation regarding General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
which became effective from 25th of May, resembles the increasing importance (and skepticism) of
how data is being collected and utilized.

8 Concluding Section (Kristoffer and Jens)
The following section draws some concluding remarks in terms of the thesis’ ability to answer the
defined problem statement, while it too puts forth some critical reflections based on the projects’
progress. Finally, a few suggestions for further research within the field are presented.

8.1 Critical Reflections (Kristoffer and Jens)
Some of the thesis’ limitations were known in advance, whereas others emerged as the thesis
progressed. These are reflected upon below.
As touched upon in section 5.3, the thesis has dealt with a key customer segment, which differed from
the one specified by the case organization. It was found that the key customer segment in itself had
no significant influence on the thesis’ purpose, which was to examine Big Data’s usefulness in
nuancing the customer journey concept. However, the authors acknowledge that a more coherent
process could have resulted from selecting a different case, where the specified customer segment(s)
had been in alignment with the available Big Data sets. The authors likewise acknowledge that
different analytical tools than Google Analytics could have been applied in getting around the
specified problematic. For instance, Facebook Analytics provide insights about audiences below the
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age of 18 for which reason it could have potentially generated relevant supplementary findings. Yet,
with only seven percent of all Facebook users being between the ages of 13 to 17 worldwide (The
Statistics Portal 2018), it seems as if this customer segment is in general difficult to illuminate
thoroughly by means of Big Data. Also, it may be argued that developing a customer journey map
for customers that young would pose an ethical dilemma, since users of that age is presumably not
able to make informed decisions about, which organizations they give data access to.
Finally, a comment needs added to the combination of using both qualitative and quantitative data.
While the mixed method approach has definitely been found relevant for this thesis’ purpose, the
combination has raised a challenge in terms of yielding interconnected results. Although the external
interviewees were (primarily) customers at HSHOP, the researchers were not able to look into exactly
these customers’ digital behaviors. For that reason, the researchers have been able to supplement the
qualitative findings on a generic level only, and not the specific findings extracted from the qualitative
data sets.

8.2 Conclusion (Kristoffer and Jens)
Inspired by the Marketing Science Institute’s research priorities of this year, revolving around a need
for developing (more) nuanced understandings of today’s changing consumer decision processes, this
thesis set out to explore how Big Data can be applied in generating more nuanced and applicable
customer journey maps. It has operated within the complex fields of consumer behavior and Big Data
in an attempt to first bring “[…] multiple sources and types of information together”, and
subsequently integrate “[…] behavioral theory and marketing frameworks into big data marketing”
as called for by MSI (2016: 12). Hence, the thesis has likewise addressed the challenge of developing
more actionable customer journey maps put forth by Wolny and Charoensuksai (2014).
The thesis has taken point of departure in existing theories within the field and developed first a
preliminary customer journey map based on the key dimensions found from various theoretical
contributions. These dimensions were subsequently tested and verified by means of qualitative
interviews, conducted with the three partners of the case organization HSHOP and seven of its
(potential) customers. From the theoretical and qualitative findings, it was found that the customer
journey map consists of six phases, which the customers (of HSHOP) typically pass during a decision
process: (1) a passive phase, (2) a need recognition phase, (3) an information search phase, (4) an
evaluation phase, (5) a purchase phase and finally (6) a post-purchase phase. Aside from providing
an understanding of the phases, which the customer journey typically consists of, the findings pointed
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towards a need for developing the map with also layers, informing about the channels, the content,
the purchase criteria and the devices that the customers use along the decision process. These layers
have been argued to give an answer to the first research question of ‘how a nuanced and applicable
consumer decision journey look in practice’, as they arguably make it easier for organizations to
target customers with the right content, at the right time, and at the right place.
With these dimensions in mind, the thesis initiated the examination of Big Data stemming from the
analytics service, Google Analytics, with the purpose of extending the preliminary findings and
provide an answer to the second research question of how ‘a preliminary consumer decision journey
based on theoretical findings and human insights can be consolidated and extended by incorporating
Big Data”. Findings from the analysis indicated that it is indeed possible to extend the customer
journey concept by applying Big Data, as it was found that Big Data provides more detailed insights
than can be extracted through qualitative data only. From the data, it was found that the customer
journey is not only circular (as proposed by existing theory), but fragmented to an extent, which
entails that customers may repeat or even skip certain phases as the decision process progresses. In
specific, it was suggested that customers may move from an evaluation phase back into an
information search phase, while they likewise may move from an information search phase straight
to a purchase. Moreover, the findings demonstrated how organizations can identify the phase in which
the consumer is, once again making it easier to target the user with the right content, at the right time
and at the right channels.
In continuation hereof, the findings gave also indications of the channels and content, which perform
best (as seen from an economical perspective), making it easier for HSHOP to allocate its budgets in
general. Here, it was found that (potential) customers coming from Paid Search converted particularly
well, implying that future marketing efforts need to be focused hereon. Important to note here
however, is that while the data might give answers to which channels perform the best, it does not
provide answers to the effects of the channels that do not perform as good. For instance, social media
channels were found to be poor in generating actual transactions, yet these channels constituted an
important part of generating traffic and awareness when consumers were in a passive phase. It is
argued that the effects of these efforts may be reflected in the higher conversions from Paid Search,
since it might be the awareness generated through social media that leads to consumers clicking on
HSHOP’s ads on Google when initiating an active search for products. For that reason, findings from
Big Data should not be looked at in isolation, but always with the entirety of the journey in mind.
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In relation to this, it needs stressed that Big Data in this case could not provide insights about the
entire customer journey. Rather, it gave insights related to only a few of the phases and the various
layers incorporated. For that reason, it is argued that Big Data needs combined with human insights
also if to provide a complete picture of an organization’s customer journey.
Finally, it needs stated that the specific customer journey map developed in this thesis is by no means
generalizable, as it takes point of departure in the specific case of HSHOP. It is however argued that
the framework is generalizable to the extent that it is adapted for the specific business for which it is
used. Thus, the tone has been set for future research to investigate how Big Data can be applied in a
customer journey context.

8.3 Further Research (Kristoffer and Jens)
As written above, the thesis took its outset in a case study, revolving around the multinational ecommerce business, HSHOP. Hence, as seen from an academic viewpoint, the findings can by nature
not be generalized. However, as indicated also in the discussion, the findings may apply to also other
organizations, as why further testing of the combination of Big Data and human insights in a customer
journey context is found interesting. In specific, it is found relevant to look into similar B2C
businesses as to see if the customer journey developed by the authors of this thesis applies also in
similar business contexts. If so, this eventually renders possible a (potential) broader generalization
of the findings.
Moreover, the delimitations section explained how the customer journey map is based only on Big
Data stemming from the web analytics service, Google Analytics, making the data-part consist of
only a minor extraction of all the data that is available today. Whereas HSHOP’s (limited) collection
of data did not allow for a much deeper analysis of Big Data’s use in nuancing the customer journey,
it is considered highly relevant to look into also other data analytics tools for further research. In
specific, it was found that the data from Google Analytics cannot be used in covering the entire
customer journey, as why other data analytics tools should allow for a more wide-reaching
examination of data. Here, it is suggested that future studies incorporate social media scraping tools,
capable of extracting and digesting user-generated content on various social media platforms. As
argued by Hofacker et al. (2016), social media ‘talks’ may give indications of when customers are in
a need recognition phase (raising criticism about products, services or organizations) and what the
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post-purchase behavior looks like in practice (shares, comments, reviews, complaints). This then
provides a more complete overview of the customer journey as seen from a Big Data perspective.
It is suggested also, that other data analytics tools are used for examining the layers of the developed
customer journey in more detail. Specifically, it seems reasonable to apply also Facebook Analytics
for generating deeper insights about which content works especially well with one’s key customers.
By looking into engagement rates, click-through-rates, bounce-rates and comments (on a more
general level), one might be able to deduce stronger ideas about the specific content (and purchase
criteria) and content formats (videos, images, text-status’, live-reports) that catch the interest of the
customers. From there, organizations are yet again better equipped for developing future
communication efforts.
Finally, the thesis developed ‘only’ one (master) customer journey for the specified key customer
segment, although it was argued that no two journeys are exactly alike. For future studies, it would
be interesting to make separate customer journeys, looking into segments based on a(n) (even)
narrower segmentation. For instance, separate customer journeys could be developed for geographic
regions, gender, or other interesting characteristics, as to assess potential similarities and differences
across segments.
By developing a (master) customer journey, which takes into account a wide range of theoretical
viewpoints and combines it with insights gained through qualitative and quantitative research, the
ground has been prepared for future research to look into the complex fields of consumer behavior
and Big Data in combination.
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